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! Lateral intraparietal area (LIP) neurons are thought to compute the 
decision of where to look. Specifically, their firing rate is thought to represent 
accumulated evidence for a decision by ramping up to a high level, the putative 
decision bound, before an eye movement to a given location. However, LIP 
neurons are also highly responsive to visual stimuli. Because all previous 
research put a visual stimulus (a saccadic target) in the response field (RF) 
location of a neuron during decision formation, it is unknown if LIP neurons can 
still show decision computation without this visual drive.

! We therefore recorded the spiking activity of LIP neurons in a conventional 
decision task where a monkey decides the direction of a noisy motion stimulus 
and indicates his decision with a saccade. On half the trials, the Choice Targets 
remained on for the whole trial, as is conventionally done. On the remaining 
trials, targets were flashed at the beginning of the trial and absent during motion-
viewing. 

! Furthermore, we recorded the activity of any neuron with an RF, instead of 
only neurons exhibiting persistent memory activity before an instructed saccade. 
This enabled us to also test the long-held assumption that only cells with 
persistent memory activity show decision signals. 

! Our results show that 1) cells without persistent activity indeed show 
decision signals, 2) population response drops without RF stimulation (although 
individual neurons were affected in diverse ways), 3) distinct, repeating response 
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“motifs” exist among cells, 4) a signal exists where neural response is lower for 
stronger motion strength stimuli, regardless of direction.  

! These results prove that contrary to dogma, a neuronʼs ability to show a 
long “memory” response is not related to an ability to accumulate evidence over 
time for a decision. Also, LIP firing rate cannot be interpreted as a pure decision 
variable because it simultaneously represents decision-irrelevant, visual stimuli. 
Finally, diverse, but repeating responses among cells suggest the existence of 
cell types in LIP. These results demonstrate that LIP acts as a bank of potentially 
useful signals, and raises the question of how they might be used for a decision.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background

! A powerful method for discovering the neural underpinnings of behavior is 
to record the spiking activity of neurons while a subject behaves in the controlled 
conditions of a laboratory. Due to decades of employing this method, especially 
in primate brain areas dedicated to vision and eye movement, today we are 
poised to research the decision-making signals found in neurons in the primate 
brain, specifically in an interesting cortical area called the lateral intraparietal 
area (LIP) (Lewis and van Essen 2000a and b; human fMRI mapping see 
Schluppeck 2005; 2006; Silver, 2005). 

Clinical clues
! The posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which encompasses LIP, was 
originally implicated in spatial decisions because of several pieces of early 
evidence. The first pieces of evidence for the PPCʼs functional role, however, did 
not come from controlled experimental recordings of neural activity, but rather 
from patients with brain injury in the PPC. Such patients would often be deficient 
at exploring space contralateral to the damage in a syndrome today termed 
“spatial neglect.” In this syndrome, patients are often unable to attend to or even 
acknowledge space in the contralateral visual field, even though the other 
sensory and motor brain areas remain intact. A famous photo (Fig. 1.1) often 
used to poignantly illustrate this deficit shows a patientʼs drawing of a clock, 
where the patient only draws numbers on one side.
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!
Figure 1.1  Drawing of a clock by a 
patient with spatial neglect. From 
Ishiai et al., 1993.

! Despite this impediment, patients 
did seem to have an ability to react to 
sudden sensory stimuli in the neglected 
region of space. In particular, eye 
movements to the neglected region 
could be made if they were not 
exploratory, “voluntary” saccades, but 

rather reactionary ones. An account of patients with bilateral PPC damage 
(“Balintʼs syndrome”) describes this behavior:!
! Bilateral posterior parietal lesions produce disturbances in voluntary eye 
! movements. The most obvious of these is a fixity of gaze and an inability 
! or slowness in voluntary directing of the gaze to a target (5, 102, 258). 
! Reaction times of visually evoked saccades toward the contralateral visual 
! hemifield are prolonged (252). In spite of difficulty with voluntary eye 
! movements, spontaneous !and reflexive movements of the eyes are 
! normal in such patients... (Hyvanrinen, 1982, p. 1074). 

Such behavioral symptoms suggested that PPC was a brain area responsible for 
cognitively (top-down) guiding visual attention, and eye movements, to focal 
points in the world around us.

Monkey neuron observations
! Clinical evidence was able to be complemented by experimental evidence 
when Mountcastle et al. (1975) recorded the activity of single PPC neurons in a 
behaving monkey, and observed that PPC neurons reflected both sensory and 
motor signals for regions of space. This seemed congruent with the idea that 
these neurons were acting as a bridge between sensation and action, and 
perhaps computing an appropriate motor decision based on incoming sensory 
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data. Specifically, the neurons responded immediately to a visual cue for an arm 
movement to a certain region of space, and continued responding up until the 
arm movement was made. Furthermore, the neural activity did not depend on the 
exact arm trajectory / musculature used in the movement, but rather the goal 
location of the reach. Mountcastle et al. (1975) therefore posited that that these 
sensorimotor neurons in the PPC were high-level “command” neurons 
responsible for creating the motor output from sensory input. 
! The use of the word “command” to describe these PPC signals was 
additionally merited by lesion studies. Those early studies also suggested this 
brain area was critical for production of voluntary, “high-level” movements:
! The most obvious changes in behavior of a monkey without parietal 
! association cortex is his reluctance to move the contralateral limbs or 
! project them into extrapersonal space, and the errors he makes when he 
! does so. We infer that these defects reflect the loss of a particular source 
! of commands for movement. What results is a deficit of volition or 
! motivation, not motor paralysis (Mountcastle et al., 1975, p. 901).

The combination of clinical evidence with invasive lesion and recording work in 
monkey lead to the original hypothesis that PPC neurons have role in directing 
visual attention in the exploration of immediately surrounding extrapersonal 
space.
! This hypothesis intensified for LIP in particular when later work found that 
LIP neurons could exhibit memory activity. Gnadt and Andersen (1988) recorded 
spiking activity while a monkey performed a simple visuomotor task (“memory-
guided saccade task”, Fig. 1.2) (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983). In this task, the 
monkey began a trial by fixating on a centrally presented point and continued to 
fixate for up to several seconds until the fixation point vanished, thus allowing 
him to move his eyes (“the go-signal”). While he was fixating, a spot of light 
would flash somewhere on the screen in the monkeyʼs peripheral vision, thus 
signaling to the monkey the location he should remember to saccade to at the 
go-signal in order to receive a reward (a drop of liquid).
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Figure 1.2  Diagram of the 
memory-guided saccade 
task. A top-down view of a 
monkeyʼs head is shown for 
each successive trial epoch, 
along with two lines of gaze 
from each eye that indicate 
where he is looking. Fixation: 
A trial begins when the monkey 
fixates on a centrally presented 
fixation point on a black 
screen. Target on: A saccadic 
target flashes in a peripheral 
location. Wait for go-signal: Monkey continues to fixate on the central fixation 
point for a variable delay. Saccade: The fixation point disappears, thus cuing the 
monkey to saccade to the remembered location of the target for a liquid reward.

The experimenters discovered that if the target were flashed at a location within 
the response field (RF) of an LIP neuron, then some neurons would fire 
persistently for the duration of the the 
memory delay (Fig. 1.3). 

Figure 1.3  LIP neuron shows 
persistent memory activity during the 
memory-guided saccade task. Spike 
count histrograms from an LIP neuron 
show elevated firing rate for the delay 
between target flash (indicated by the 
horizontal lines) and the saccade to that 
remembered location (indicated by the 
arrows). From Gnadt and Andersen, 
1988.

This seminal result illustrated that LIP 
neurons had persistent memory activity, 
and suggested that LIP cells were 
responsible for maintaining the memory of 
the future saccadic target across the time period of the delay. Mountcastle et al.ʼs  
(1975) hypothesis was thus further validated, as the neurons were not 
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Fig. 2. Spike histograms of an intended movement cell during 
saccades to a remembered target location within the cell's motor 
field. Each histogram includes responses for 8--10 trials. Trials are 
grouped according to increasing response delay times from top to 
bottom. The horizontal bar below each histogram indicates the 
stimulus presentation. The arrow indicates the time at which the 
fixation spot was extinguished, Eye movements occurred from 150 
to 400 ms following offset of the spot. Binwidths = 50 ms 

sulcus as de te rmined  by histological reconstruct ion of  

the penetra t ions  (Fig. 1). 

Figure 2 shows the response  of  one  of  these cells 

during eight different delay periods.  The  cell began  

to respond within 100 ms of  the onset  of  a visual 

stimulus within its response  field. It cont inued to 

discharge after the stimulus was extinguished until 

the eye m o v e m e n t  was made ,  regardless of  whether  

the m o v e m e n t  occurred  within a few hundred  mil- 

liseconds or  was withheld for m o r e  than one and one 

half seconds. Some of  these cells also had either 

excitatory or  inhibitory phasic responses  associated 

with the visual stimulus (2 cells), the saccade 

(6 cells), or bo th  (7 cells). The  beginning of  the 

saccade-related burst  for a given cell could either 

precede or  follow the eye m o v e m e n t  within a range 

of  140 ms before  to 100 ms after the beginning of  the 

saccade (median = 50 ms before) .  Interest ingly,  the 

Q V  cells of superior  colliculus also of ten cont inued  to 

discharge beyond  the end of  the saccades (Mays and 

Sparks 1980). The  activity during the response delay 

could be as high as 200-250 spikes/s, somet imes  

diminishing during the long delays. 

B 

2(11 Ill 

Fig. 3A, B. Motor planning properties of a sustained-response cell. 
A Eye movements straight up into the center of a ceU's response 
field. Trials are aligned to the beginning of the saccade. B Double 
saccade trials with a movement first down then back up into the 
cell's motor field. Trials are aligned to the first movement. Each 
panel shows, from top to bottom, the spike rasters for 8 trials, the 
corresponding histogram with spike rate and time base (binwidths 
= 50 ms), and horizontal and vertical eye position traces for each 
trial 

The activities of  the cells was tuned  broadly  

according to the direction and ampli tude of  eye 

movements .  Of  the 24 cells, twelve were centered in 

the contralateral  direction,  eleven near  the vertical 

meridian,  and one  in the ipsilateral direction. Due  to 

their b road  tuning, however ,  many  cells included 

large port ions of  bo th  hemifields. Cells having peak  

activity for 15 ~ eye movemen t s  typically had response 

fields for 50% of peak  response of  about  90 ~ in 

direction and 25 ~ visual angle in ampli tude.  Response  

fields were smaller for cells tuned  for shor ter  move-  

ments,  particularly in the ampli tude parameter .  
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responding to a present sensory stimulus nor motor act, but rather indicating the 
“command” throughout the memory delay. 
! The hypothesis is still widely entertained today that PPC, LIP in particular, 
directs visual attention and saccades. However, itʼs important to note that 
dissecting the neural mechanics behind visual attention and saccades is easily 
confounded because locations for eye movements are naturally the same 
locations as visual attention. Attending to a location naturally means foveating it 
(directly looking it) because of the degradation of visual acuity outside the fovea. 
The high frequency of about five saccades a second in natural tasks, plus 
phenomena like change blindness (when large portions of a visual scene change 
dramatically but go unnoticed) illustrate that we chiefly gather our visual 
information by moving our eyes to fixate locations of interest (Findlay and 
Gilchrist, 2003). 
! Due to this confound, the issue of whether LIP activity represents visual 
attention or saccadic intention was hotly debated for a period in the 1990ʼs. 
During that time, publications strongly endorsed either the view that LIP signaled 
motor intention (e.g., Andersen et al, 1997), or the view that it signaled visual 
attention (e.g., Colby and Goldberg, 1999). Today the “intention - attention” 
debate still serves as a point in the discussion section of many publications on 
LIP, but it has faded from being so central, probably for a number of reasons: 1) 
greater acknowledgement of natural visuomotor behavior (Geisler, 2008; Phillips 
and Segraves, 2010), which renders the attention-intention confound less 
relevant, 2) other sensorimotor brain areas (frontal eye fields (FEF), superior 
colliculus (SC), prefrontal cortex (PFC), caudate) have became targets of similar 
research and hence diluted the debate across areas (FEF: Gold and Shadlen, 
2003; SC: Horowitz and Newsome, 2001; PFC: Kim and Shadlen, 1999; caudate: 
Ding and Gold, 2010), 3) experiments that did not confront this confound 
revealed very compelling evidence that refocused discussion on whether, for the 
first time, neurobiologists had found a tractable way to study how single neurons 
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form decisions in the primate brain. It is this most latter reason that has steered 
our lab to conduct experiments while recording neural activity in LIP.

Decision formation reflected in neural spiking activity
! The persuasive evidence that LIP neurons are a way to study decision 
formation has largely come from Shadlen and colleagues. In a task initially used 
to study sensory responses to visual motion in the medial temporal area (MT) 
(Newsome and Pare, 1988), Shadlen and Newsome (1996) recorded from single 
neurons in LIP, which was anatomically known to receive direct input from MT. To 
perform this task, a monkey discriminated the direction of motion in a noisy visual 
stimulus, and reported his decision with an eye movement to one of two targets 
(Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4  Dot motion 
direction discrimination 
task. Fixation: A trial 
begins when the monkey 
fixates on a central 
fixation point. Targets on: 
Two peripheral saccadic 
targets then appear at two 
locations equidistant from 
fixation point. One of the 
targets is located in the 
response field (RF) of the 
LIP neuron. Dot motion: 
While the monkey 
continues to fixate, a 
random-dot motion 
stimulus then appears in 
a circular aperture that is 
viewed parafoveally (see 
bottom panel, adapted from Britten et al., 1992). The dots within the aperture will 
“move” by being re-plotted at new locations from frame to frame. Dots will be re-
plotted to random locations (like TV snow) except for some percentage of dots 
that will always be re-plotted in the direction of one saccadic target (the correct 
target). The percentage of dots moving in one coherent direction towards a target 
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is termed the “coherence” of a trial, and serves as a parameter that allows the 
the difficulty of the trial to be tuned by the experimenter. For example, it is easier 
to discriminate the correct target on high coherence trials, where more dots move 
towards a target. Wait for go-signal: After the dot motion disappears, the monkey 
continues to fixate on the central fixation point for a delay period. Saccade: The 
fixation point vanishes, thus cueing the monkey to make a saccade to one of the 
two targets.  If he saccades to the correct target, he receives a liquid reward. 0% 
coherence trials are rewarded randomly.
!
The results showed that when the target was in the response field (RF) of the 
neuron, the neuronʼs firing rate would ramp up or down during the decision-
formation time period of motion viewing. In this way, the neuronʼs firing rate would 
predict the monkeyʼs later target choice as being either the one inside or outside 
the RF by respectively ramping up or down. Furthermore, the choice-predictive 
ramping was time locked to the period of decision formation, as illustrated in a 
reaction time version of the task by Roitman and Shadlen (2002). The most 
compelling aspect of the ramping, however, which chiefly suggested these 
neurons were showing decision formation signals instead of just motor signals, 
was that the slope of the ramping was dependent on the strength of motion. This 
meant that firing rate ramped up or down more steeply on easy trials with strong 
motion strength, but ramped more shallowly on difficult trials where the direction 
of motion was more ambiguous (Fig. 1.5). The researchers speculated that LIP 
neurons were therefore showing decision formation signals, where firing rate 
represented a decision variable of whether the monkey would saccade to the RF.
! To elaborate on how LIP was (and is) thought to represent a decision 
variable, the fact must be made clear that monkeys were using several hundred 
milliseconds of motion evidence for to reach their decision for a trial. This means 
that the monkeys used the motion evidence presented in beginning of a trial and
integrated it with more motion evidence presented at subsequent time points in a 
trial to reach their decision. Behaviorally, this is simply illustrated by showing that
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Figure 1.5  Firing rate 
of LIP neurons 
predicts the decision 
and depends on 
motion strength. 
(Adapted from Roitman 
and Shadlen, 2002). 
Solid lines represent 
firing rate (n = 54) on 
trials when the monkey 
chose the saccadic 
target in the neuronʼs 
RF (T1); Dashed lines 
represent firing rate on 
trials when the monkey 
chose the non-RF target 
(T2). Line color 
represents the motion strength (easier trials are higher motion coherences). Data 
are aligned to onset of motion stimulus (indicated by a vertical line at time “0” in 
the left panel) and to saccade (indicated by a vertical line at time “0” in the right 
panel).!

the monkeys made less and less correct decisions when evidence viewing time 
was made shorter and shorter. This concept of evidence accumulation, or 
integration of evidence across time, was (and is now) speculated to be directly 
observable in the firing rate of LIP cells.
! The interpretation of LIP firing rate as the level of accumulated evidence 
seemed fitting not only because the time course of the firing rate ramping 
appeared to match the the time course of decision formation, but again, because 
of the slope of the ramping. Using this interpretation, the steeper ramping of firing 
rate on easy trials of stronger motion strengths would represent more evidence 
accumulated per unit time than in the hard, weaker motion strength trials, which 
had shallower ramping responses and took more time to decide. In the context of 
this motion direction discrimination task, LIP is thought to actually count relevant 
spikes from the motion sensory area MT and “hold on” to them  (by increased 
firing rate) in the process of accumulating evidence across time. This mechanism 
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was explored by Mazurek et al. (2003), where LIP cells were modeled as doing 
just that.
! Subsequent work over the last decade has advanced the notion that LIP 
literally represents the accumulated evidence for a decision. In one experiment 
by Huk and Shadlen (2005), monkeys performed a motion direction 
discrimination task (Fig. 1.4) in which some trials had a subtle visual motion 
pulse inserted within the motion-viewing period. The results showed that the 
motion pulse influenced the monkeyʼs choice like additional evidence for one 
choice or the other (observing a corresponding change in the probability and 
speed of choice). Neurally, the pulses influenced LIP activity in a way consistent 
with the accumulation because the the pulses had sustained (instead of 
transient) effects on firing rate, just like an integrated, remembered piece of 
evidence. 
! Similar results were obtained in another experiment by Yang and Shadlen 
(2007), where monkeys were trained to associate 10 shapes with 10 different 
probabilities of reward for one of the Choice Targets. LIP neurons were then 
recorded from while the monkey viewed a sequence of 4 shapes before finally 
choosing a target. Results showed that not only did the monkey integrate 
evidence (across shapes here) to make a saccadic decision at the end of the 
trial, but also that LIP firing rate reflected, in a step-like manner after the 
presentation of each shape, the accumulated evidence for a saccade to the 
target in the RF. The authors reasserted the interpretation of LIP firing rate as a 
decision variable of accumulated evidence, and pointed to their data as validating 
a quantitatively formal interpretation of LIP firing rate as directly proportional to 
the log of the likelihood ratio (the amount of evidence for one alternative over 
another) for a saccade to the RF (Gold and Shadlen, 2001).
! The interpretation of LIP ramping response as a decision variable was 
especially founded because of how well it resembled a popular theoretical model 
of decision-making: The drift-diffusion model (DDM) (Ratcliff, 1978). The DDM 
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posits that a decision variable moves through time just like a particle diffuses 
through space on random walk (Brownian motion) until it hits one or another 
absorbing decision “bounds”, which is when the decision is made. Evidence 
occurring for one decision or another was modeled as pushing the decision 
variable towards a particular decision bound. 
! This model was able to account for multiple characteristics of behavioral 
data across paradigms, such as using the height of the bound to account for the 
behavioral tradeoff between accuracy and speed. For example, a high bound 
very distant from the starting point of the decision variableʼs diffusion path would 
result in less erroneous hitting of the bound in the course of the variableʼs 
random walk. Complementarily, the high bound would mean more time passage 
before hitting the distant bound, thus allowing the decision variable more time to 
be influenced by incoming evidence that incrementally pushes the decision 
variable to the correct bound. In this way, the DDM described behavior through a 
theoretical decision variable that accumulated evidence across time to a decision 
bound. It served as a quantitative, adaptable way to map decision-relevant 
factors onto a graphical, intuitive representation of the mental process of decision 
formation. 
! Decades later, when LIP response was observed during decision-making, 
the similarity between the graphical representation of the theoretical DDM 
decision variable and the LIP response was striking. The similar dynamics  
between LIP firing rate and the value of the decision variable buttressed the 
exciting hypothesis that a clear neural correlate of decision-making had finally 
been found; LIP response appeared to be this exact variable. Ramping, 
evidence-dependent neural responses in LIP thus came to be interpreted as the 
DDM decision variable, an interpretation still dominant at the time of this 
manuscriptʼs writing.
! The decision bound in the DDM is also thought to have a neural correlate 
in LIP response. Soon after Shadlen and Newsome first interpreted LIP response 
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as accumulated evidence, Roitman and Shadlen (2002) posited that a decision 
bound was manifested as a certain high level of LIP firing rate. When this high 
firing rate was reached, it meant the monkey had decided to saccade to the RF.  
Although the highest levels of activity in LIP typically occur in transient bursts 
upon the appearance of a visual stimulus appears in the RF, and also upon a 
saccade to the RF, the decision bound is considered to be separate. Specifically, 
it is considered to be the particular high activity level in the decision-making 
epoch that is always reached for a particular target choice, regardless of the 
amount of evidence presented in a trial (Fig. 1.6). However, despite the 
complications of locating the decision bound, a bound has been implemented in 
many models of how LIP accomplishes decision-making (Wang, 2002; Ditterich 
et al., 2003; Mazurek et al., 2003; Wong and Wang, 2006; Wong et al., 2007; 
Beck et al., 2008; Kiani et al., 2008; Kiani and Shadlen, 2009; Hanks et al., 
2011), and continues to be a favored framework for interpreting LIP activity. 

Figure 1.6  LIP population 
response appears to mimic 
accumulation of evidence to a 
decision bound. (Gold and 
Shadlen, 2002). Neural population 
firing rate is plotted between onset of 
motion evidence and execution of 
the saccade. The slope and time 
frame of the ramping responses on 
low, medium and high coherence 
trials (green, purple and red, 
respectively) mimics a decision 
variable that accumulates evidence 
to a decision bound, where 
accumulation is faster for easier 
trials of higher motion coherences. 
Horizontal lines indicate the 
suspected beginning and end 
(decision bound) of evidence 
accumulation. 
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! In sum, LIP is widely regarded as a brain area where sensory evidence for 
saccades can be integrated and translated into a saccadic motor decision. 

1.2  Rationale for the current experiment

There are two major unanswered questions (Huk and Meister, in preparation) 
that could drastically alter the above mechanistic understanding of LIP.
! First, do decision signals in LIP depend on visual stimulation of the RF? 
! This question is glaring because most LIP neurons are highly sensitive to 
the onset of visual stimulus in their RF (Barash et al., 1991). Also, all previous 
experiments that show decision signals in LIP were using stimuli that visually 
stimulated the cellʼs RF throughout the trial (single-unit recording experiments 
using a motion direction discrimination task: Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; 
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Hanks et al., 2006; 
Freedman and Assad, 2006; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Kiani et al., 2008; 
Churchland et al., 2008; Law and Gold, 2008; Roozbeh and Shadlen, 2009; 
Hanks et al., 2011; Bennur and Gold, 2011). Therefore it remains an unanswered 
question if decision signals could be found in LIP without that visual stimulation. If 
they cannot be found, yet the monkey integrates evidence and makes a decision 
to saccade to the RF, then we will know that LIP is not computing this decision, 
and likely receives a copy of a decision computed elsewhere.  
      To address this question, we performed an experimental task almost identical 
to the basic motion direction discrimination task so often used to elicit decision 
signals in LIP, except that on half the trials the Choice Targets were not visible 
during decision formation (Fig. 1.7).  
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Figure 1.7  Our decision task where we manipulate visual stimulation of a 
neuronʼs RF. Monkeys performed the Targets-ON (top) and Targets-FLASH 
(bottom) decision tasks. On half the trials (interleaved), the Choice Targets 
remained on throughout the trial (Targets-ON); in the other half of trials the 
Choice Targets were only flashed at the start of the trial (Targets FLASH). One 
Choice Target was placed in the RF of the neuron and the other was placed in 
the location diametrically opposite. In the Targets-FLASH task, the Choice 
Targets disappeared before motion onset, whereas the Choice Targets remained 
on in the Targets-ON condition for the whole trial. Strength of motion (% 
coherence) varied from trial to trial. Duration of the dot motion was controlled by 
the experimenter (500-1000 ms, uniform distribution).

! A second major unanswered question: Is there a relationship between a 
cellʼs persistent memory activity and its decision-making signals? For well over a 
decade, researchers interested in LIPʼs role in decision formation have 
exclusively sampled the cells with persistent activity in the memory-guided 
saccade task (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; 
Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Janssen and Shadlen, 2005; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; 
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Churchland et al., 2008; Kiani et al., 2008; Law and Gold, 2008; Kiani and 
Shadlen, 2009; Bennur and Gold, 2011; Hanks et al., 2011). The original logic for 
this was to observe sensorimotor signals in cells that seemed clearly 
sensorimotor. Shadlen and Newsome (1996) explain:
! To explore the link between sensation and action, we targeted for study a 
! specific subset of neurons in the lateral intraparietal region (LIP) of the 
! parietal lobe that carries high-level signals appropriate for planning saccadic 
! eye movements...The neurons of particular interest to us have been 
! characterized most incisively in a remembered saccade task...The neurons 
! of interest begin firing in response to the appearance of the target and 
! maintain a steady level of discharge during the delay period until the 
! saccade is made. These neurons are spatially selective in that the delay 
! period response occurs only before eye movements into the movement 
! field. Thus the delay period activity forms a temporal "bridge" between 
! sensory responses to the visual target and motor activity that drives the 
! extraocular muscles at the time of the saccade....We sought to determine 
! whether the activity of these neurons could provide an interesting window 
! onto the formation of the monkey's decision... We searched specifically for 
! neurons that were active during the delay period of a remembered saccade 
! task. Upon finding such a neuron, we set up a psychophysical task... !(p. 
! 629, Shadlen and Newsome, 1996).

In addition to this stated theoretical logic, the initial success the experimenters 
had (in observing neural decision signals) encouraged replication of their 
sampling method. Furthermore, an idea about the neural decision mechanism 
was that cellular memory was necessary for temporal integration (Shadlen and 
Newsome, 1996). The capacity to have memory for MT spikes (sensory 
information) seemed naturally linked to the capacity to exhibit persistent memory 
activity in the memory-guided saccade task (Fig. 1.2).  
! For the reasons above, restrictive cell sampling of only LIP neurons with 
persistent memory activity was standard methodology in decision research. 
However, this sampling practice excludes most neurons in LIP from study. 
Although the exact proportion of excluded neurons depends on the criterion 
value for memory imposed by experimenters, published work reporting this 
statistic indicates the proportion of excluded cells is high (83% of LIP cells did 
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not have persistent memory activity for Gnadt and Andersen (1988); 50% for 
Barash et al.(1991); 70% for Ben Hamed et al. (2001);  50% of visually 
responsive cells for Falkner et al. (2010) and Thomas and Pare (2007); 75% for 
Premereur et al. (2011)). With so many neurons being passed up for study, it is 
surprising that the logic for imposing such an exclusive sampling criterion is 
wholly untested. 
! Our experiment finally tests this central assumption, because we collected 
data from cells spanning a wide range of persistent memory activity. Data from 
cells along a continuum of cellular memory allowed us to test for a relationship 
between decision signals and memory. 
! In sum, the work in this dissertation address these two questions:
1. Do decision signals in LIP depend on visual stimulation of the RF? 
2. Is there a relationship between a cellʼs persistent memory activity and its 

decision-making signals?
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Chapter 2: METHODS

2.1  Overview

! In all experimental sessions, we recorded from single LIP neurons while 
rhesus macaques performed an instructed saccade task (Fig 3.1a) and then a 
decision saccade task (Fig 1.7). The instructed saccade trials provided data for 
basic assessment of a neuronʼs visual, motor and memory responses. Saccadic 
decision trials provided data of a cellʼs decision signals. 
! To answer the question of whether visual stimulation of a neuronʼs 
response field (RF) affects decision signals, visibility of the saccadic targets was 
manipulated during decision trials. In Experiment 1, saccadic Choice Targets 
were either flashed at the beginning of the trial (Targets-FLASH trial) or remained 
on the entire trial (Targets-ON trial) (Fig 1.7). In Experiment 2, Choice Targets 
either never appeared (Targets-NONE trial) (Fig 3.3a) or remained on the entire 
trial (Targets-ON trial). In both experiments, the two trial types were randomly 
interleaved within a recording session.
! To answer the question of whether there is a relationship between 
persistent memory activity and decision signals, cell sampling criterion was also 
manipulated to include not just the cells with persistent memory activity, as is 
conventionally done, but rather any spatially selective cell encountered. 

2.2  Data collection

Monkeys
! Two male adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used in all 
experiments. They were housed and kept on a water-restriction schedule in 
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accordance with the regulations prescribed by NIH guidelines and UT-Austin's 
IACUC.
! Fewer neurons were collected from Monkey J because despite a large 
number of recording attempts, neurons with spatially selective responses in the 
instructed saccade task were encountered less frequently in Monkey J, and 
ultimately concerns about the implant required removal of the recording chamber. 
Given the substantial number of total cells from this monkey (n = 18) and the 
compelling parallelism of single cell responses between monkeys, we did not 
think that additional data collection and/or monkey use was warranted.

Implants
! Surgery was performed to place a recording chamber and head-holder 
atop the monkeyʼs head. For placement of the chamber, a craniotomy was 
performed over the posterior parietal lobe and the chamber placed on intact skull 
surrounding the craniotomy. A head holder was also placed on the skull. Dental 
acrylic was applied around both the head holder and the chamber. The chamber 
was over the right hemisphere in Monkey P and over the left hemisphere in 
Monkey J.

Set-up
! During experiments, monkeys sat in a sound-insulated, RF-shielded 
acoustic booth (Acoustic Systems). Eye movementʼs are monitored (240-360 Hz) 
by a video eye-tracker (ASL 6000, Applied Science Laboratories). Fluid reward 
for correct responses was dispensed by a computer controlled, solenoid-gated 
system (custom-built). The experimenter controlled the tasks and data storage on 
a PC (Dell Dimension 8250) that runs a QNX operating system for the sake of 
running REX software (NIH LSR). All task input and output was processed by this 
PC. Stimuli were displayed on a CRT display at a resolution of 800 x 600. The 
signal for what to display on the CRT was generated on the PC and fed to a 
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Macintosh G4 that interpreted that instruction with custom-written code in 
MATLAB using Pyschophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997), and then it was this 
code that instructed the monitor viewed by the monkey.

Obtaining neural data
! To obtain neural data, the cap was removed from the chamber atop the 
monkeyʼs head, and a positioning grid (Crist) was inserted into the chamber and 
secured in place by nylon screws. A guide tube was then inserted into one of the 
grid holes, just puncturing the dura. A microdrive (Frederick Haer) was then used 
to lower the electrode (tungsten, glass-coated, Alpha Omega, 1.0 - 3.0 MOhms) 
through the guide tube and into the brain. The microdrive was operated remotely, 
and moved the electrode at a resolution of one micron.   
! Analog voltage signal picked up by the electrode was passed through a 
pre-amplifier, further amplified (custom-built) and filtered (adjustable, custom-
built) and then displayed on an oscilliscope (Tektronix). The experimenter placed 
criteria on the voltage signal for registering a voltage trace as a action potential 
using a dual-window time-voltage discriminator (Bak Electronics). The spike (a 
voltage event meeting discriminator criteria set by the experimenter on the fly), 
was then registered on the data-storing PC as a time at a resolution of 1 ms.   
The spike time was stored by the PC.    
! Spike times and corresponding trial-event times were fed into MATLAB via 
a parser and then analyzed by custom code to create raster plots and 
peristimulus time histrograms across the time course of a trial. Behavioral 
performance (such as accuracy across a session) was analyzed similarly.

Stimulus parameters across all paradigms  
! In order to achieve fixation at a trialʼs start, the monkeyʼs eye position had 
to register within square window (2.4-3.0° / side) around the central fixation point 
within 3 seconds of fixation point appearance. The monkey then needed to 
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maintain eye position within that window until the fixation point vanished, which 
was the “go-signal” for the monkey to make a saccade to a target. The monkey 
was considered to have made a saccade from fixation point to a target location if 
eye position registered within a square window (10°/ side) around the target 
location within 100 ms after leaving the fixation point window. Entry into the 
window around the target also had to occur within 450 ms after the go-signal.  
The monkey received a liquid reward 200 ms after eye position entered the 
correct target window.

Neural sampling: Mapping a neuron's RF at the beginning of a recording 
session
! Neurons were only considered for data collection if they were encountered 
at least 2000 microns below the dura, thus ensuring that they were located on 
the sulcus wall. At the start of every recording session, while the experimenter 
was searching for a neuron from which to record, the monkey performed a simple 
saccade-to-target task (instructed saccade trials, Fig. 3.1a). After the monkey 
achieved fixation on the central fixation point, a peripheral saccadic target 
appeared (location varied across trials and was often under the experimenter's 
manual control). After a variable delay (exponential distribution; min: 400 ms, 
max: 1900 ms, mean: 900 ms), the fixation point vanished, signaling to the 
monkey that he could saccade to the target location for a liquid reward.  
! A neuron was selected for recording during this task if it was judged to 
have a spatially defined RF. In other words, if a saccadic target in one spot on the 
screen caused the neuron to reliably fire a lot more than other target locations, at 
any moment in the trial (i.e. target appearance, delay, or at saccade), then that 
location was considered the RF of the neuron. Although post-hoc quantitative 
criterion for spatial selectivity was imposed, the experimenterʼs on-the-fly 
judgements of spatial selectivity were used for cell selection during recording 
sessions.
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Instructed saccade trials
! Once a cell had been isolated, and judged as spatially selective, data 
collection began with ~100 instructed saccade trials (Fig. 3.1a). Visually-guided 
and memory-guided saccade trials were randomly interleaved. The trial began 
when the monkey achieved fixation on a central fixation point. Then 500 ms later, 
a single saccadic target appeared either in the neuronʼs RF or diametrically 
opposite it (null RF) with respect to fixation. This target then either remained on 
the screen until the end of the trial (visually-guided saccade trial), or immediately 
disappeared (100 ms, memory-guided saccade trial).  After a variable delay 
(1150 to 1700 ms, uniform distribution), the fixation point vanished, signaling the 
monkey to saccade to the target location. (The duration of the delay between 
target onset and go-signal temporally matched the decision trials). Monkey eye 
position had to enter a window (10°/ side) around the target location within 450 
ms of the go-signal in order to register a correct response and obtain a reward. 
Data was collected for about 25 trials of each condition (visual x memory x RF 
location x null RF location). 
!
Decision trials  
! After collecting the data for instructed saccades, data collection of ~800 
trials commenced for decision saccade trials. There were two types of decision 
trials randomly interleaved within a recording session. In Experiment 1, Targets-
ON trials were interleaved with Targets-FLASH trials (Fig. 1.7). In Experiment 2 
(Fig. 3.3a), Targets-ON trials were interleaved with Targets-NONE trials. In a 
Targets-ON trial, the control condition, saccadic Choice Targets appeared after 
fixation was achieved and remained on for the entire duration of the trial. In a 
Targets-FLASH trial, Choice Targets appeared and then immediately (100 ms) 
disappeared, remaining off for the rest of the trial. In a Targets-NONE trial, 
Choice Targets never appeared.
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! All trials began when the monkey achieved fixation on a central fixation 
point. 500 ms after the monkey achieved fixation, two saccadic target choices 
appeared. One choice target was located in the RF of the neuron, whereas the 
other choice target was diametrically opposite. 200 ms after the appearance of 
the Choice Targets, a motion stimulus appeared in a circular aperture (5 degrees 
in diameter) with its center five degrees away from the fixation point, and at a 90 
degree angle from the axis defined by the two Choice Targets. The algorithm for 
generating the dot-motion display was identical to that used in prior LIP studies 
by Shadlen and colleagues. Dots within the dot-motion aperture were 0.1 
degrees in diameter at a density of 16.7 dots/degree2/sec and "moved" by being 
re-plotted 3 frames later at either a random location or, at a probability 
determined by the coherence value of the trial, at a location in the direction of a 
choice target (the “correct” target for that trial) (Fig. 1.4). For example, if a trialʼs 
dot-motion coherence was 6%, each dot within the dot-motion aperture had a 6% 
chance of being re-plotted in the direction of coherent dot motion toward a target 
and a 94% chance of being re-plotted in a random location. Coherence values of 
0, 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 25.6 and 51.2% were used in the experiments here because 
this range has been shown to nicely span psychophysical threshold of our 
monkeys. At 0% coherence, the monkey was randomly rewarded with 50% 
probability. After the motion was displayed for a specified time (500 to 1000 ms, 
uniform distribution), the motion stimulus vanished. The monkey continued to 
maintain fixation for another 500 ms until the fixation point also disappeared, thus 
signaling that he could now saccade to the correct target location to obtain a 
reward.  Monkey eye position had to enter a window (10°/ side) around the 
correct target location within 450 ms of the go-signal in order to register a correct 
response and obtain a reward.
!
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Supplemental behavioral data collection
! In order to more specifically determine the time period of decision 
formation, supplemental behavioral data was collected from one monkey for 
decision trials of shorter motion-viewing durations (uniform distribution of 100 to 
900 ms instead of 500 to 1000 ms) (Fig. S3.1d). The rest of the task parameters 
were exactly the same as the Experiment 1. 

2.3  Post-hoc analysis

Plotting neural response
! In all plots and analyses of neural response, only correct trials were used 
(except for 0% coherence trials, for which there is no correct response and hence 
were grouped according to the monkeyʼs target choice). An additional exception 
was the calculation of dʼ during the decision epoch, where all complete trials 
were used regardless of being correct.!
! Time bins used to compute firing rate were 50 ms, unless a running mean 
was used, in which case a sliding 100 ms window was employed. If firing rate 
was normalized, then a cellʼs spiking frequency was normalized to its dynamic 
range so that its maximum firing rate was “1”, and minimum firing rate “0”.
!
Bootstrapping of neural response
! In order to represent the variability of a neural response, neural response 
data for each condition was bootstrapped. Bootstrapping neural response for a 
given condition was done by randomly grabbing n trials (with replacement) from 
the n trials of that condition, and repeating this process 100 or 1000 times to 
create 100 or 1000 synthetic firing rates for the neuron. Or, if a population firing 
rate were being bootstrapped, one synthetic firing rate for that neuron would be 
combined into a synthetic population response for one bootstrap iteration. The 
middle 68% (one standard deviation) of synthetic values for each time bin 
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delineate the boundaries of neural response variability that is displayed in plots of 
neural response here. If these variability boundaries of responses did not overlap  
between conditions, then that meant that the mean firing rate of one condition 
was at least 2 standard deviations away from the mean firing rate of the other 
condition, and hence the two means were different values with 95% confidence. 
This method was used to assess whether neural responses were significantly 
different between rival conditions for a neuron (i.e., whether a neuron had a 
spatially selective response and responded more to the target in the RF than to a 
target presented outside the RF). 

Quantitative criteria for spatial selectivity in a neuronʼs response
! To be considered “spatially selective”, a neuron had to exhibit a spatially 
selective response for more than 40% of any of the 3 response epochs in the 
instructed saccade tasks (visual epoch of response to target appearance, delay 
epoch as monkey waits for go-signal, and motor epoch around the saccade). The 
criterion value of 40% was chosen because it well matched estimates of 
selectivity by eye on the standard PSTH. The percent of an epoch that a cellʼs 
response was selective was determined by bootstrapping the cellʼs firing rate for 
In and Out-RF saccades in the instructed saccade tasks. Then the upper and 
lower bounds of the middle 68% of bootstrapped firing rate values across the 
epoch were compared between In-RF and Out-RF saccade conditions. The 
percent of an epoch a cell was considered selective was equivalent to the 
percentage of the firing rate time bins that bounds did not overlap (hence mean 
firing rates for a time bin were at least 2 standard deviations away from one 
another and were different values with 95% confidence). If the percentage value 
was ≥ 40% for any epoch, the cell was deemed spatially selective.
! The visual response epoch was 30 to 200 ms after target appearance in 
visually-guided saccade task; delay epoch was 300 ms after target onset until the 
final “go” signal in both visually and memory-guided saccade tasks; motor 
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response epoch was 100 ms before to 75 ms after the saccade in both visually 
and memory-guided saccade tasks. These criteria for selectivity were also used 
to generate the venn diagram of general response properties across the 
population during the instructed saccade task (Fig. 4.20b).

Quantitative criteria for persistent memory in a neuronʼs response
! A cell was considered to have “persistent memory activity” if it exhibited a 
persistent, spatially selective response during the memory delay period of the 
memory-guided instructed saccade task. Specifically, a neuron was considered to 
have persistent memory activity if response was significantly higher (68%, or 1 
standard deviation on each response sums to 2 standard deviations, which is a 
95% confidence interval) over at least 40% of the delay period (from 300 ms after 
target onset until the final “go” signal) for one target location relative to the 
opposite location. We chose this criterion because it was a simple objective 
metric that matched subjective impressions of “strong persistent activity”; 
alternate selection criteria yield similar cell selection results.

dʼ 
! Calculating dʼ was another way to asses the selectivity of neural response.  
Here we calculated dʼ for each neuron for two epochs of interest: 1) The memory 
delay period during the instructed saccade task, and 2) the decision formation 
epoch during the decision task. The dʼ value for a time period of interest was 
obtained by subtracting the mean spike count of Out-RF from In-RF saccades, 
and then dividing this value by the average variance. In the memory-guided 
saccade task, spikes occurring 300 ms after target appearance and before the 
go-signal were used to calculate dʼ. In the decision task, spikes occurring 200 to 
700 ms after dot motion onset were used to calculate dʼ. This time period was 
chosen as the decision-making epoch in order to be in accord with behavioral 
data (which suggests that decisions are well made by 500 ms of dot motion 
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viewing, Fig. S3.1) and ~200 ms latency of decision-related LIP responses 
(which must be added on because this is not a reaction-time task and the 
monkey had to wait after dot motion ended for a go-signal).  

Identification of response motifs by qualitative judgements
! Two observers went through plots of each cellular response (firing rate 
over time in decision task, same format as Fig. 4.16) and independently judged 
whether each cell exhibited any of the seven response motifs (Fig. 4.16):

1) “Flip” motif: Spatial selectivity in the decision epoch is opposite the spatial 
selectivity later in dot motion or at the saccade; 
2) “Flat” motif: Spatial selectivity is maintained by a constant, and not growing, 
difference between the firing rates of In and Out-RF choices. There is an initial 
steep slope of firing rate (<= 100 ms of firing rate change) in order to initially 
achieve spatial selectivity;
3) “Late” motif: Spatial selectivity emerges after after 400 ms of dot motion; 
4) “Early” motif: Spatial selectivity emerges before 200 ms of dot motion; 
5) “Flat In-RF” motif:  Spatial selectivity achieved by downward ramping of firing 
rate during Out-RF target choices while the the firing rate for In-RF target choices 
does not ramp up;
6) “Down” motif: Firing rate decreases with similar slope for both In- and Out-RF 
target choices during whole/ most of the decision epoch; 
7) “Up”: Firing rate increases with similar slopes for both In- and Out-RF target 

choices during decision epoch.

Only one observer went through event-aligned raster plots of each cell during 
instructed and choice saccade tasks to judge whether a cell had a motif of abrupt 
lack of firing, or “staccato” motif response (Fig. 4.19). 
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Identification of response motifs by k-means analysis
! In order to illustrate the different response motifs of cells across the 
population in a more automated way, individual cell responses were fed into a k-
means clustering algorithm, where similar vectors are grouped. The single-
neuron response vectors first were computed by calculating the firing rate for 
each of of the 80 spatially selective cells during the initial 700 ms of motion 
viewing for both In- and Out-RF choices (collapsed over coherence) with a 100 
ms running mean. Each cellʼs firing rate was then normalized to range between 0 
and 1 (all 80 cellular response vectors are plotted in Fig. 3.7a). Then the Out-RF 
response vectors were tacked on to the end of the In-RF response vectors in 
order to create a single response vector for each cell. These 80 response vectors 
were then divided into groups of like vectors by automated k-means analysis, 
which employs an iterative process that minimizes the Euclidian distance 
between the response vectors of each group. The number of groups for output 
was chosen as 6 after qualitatively comparing output for a range of group 
numbers.!

ROC analysis for decoding neural response
! To calculate how well choice could be predicted from spike rate by an 
ideal observer during decision formation, receiver operating curve (ROC) 
analyses were performed (using methods described by Shadlen and Newsome 
(2001)) for each motion strength for the 47 cells with persistent memory activity 
(Supplemental Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 4.10). 
! As done by Shadlen and Newsome (2001), predictive index values were 
generated for each neuron before averaging them together for a given population 
predictive index vector. Predictive index values for a neuron were generated from 
the area under the curve in a ROC plot (Britten et al., 1992), which applied here 
is an estimate of the overlap between the spike-count distributions of In- and Out-
RF responses (in a given trial type, and a given motion strength, in a given 
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motion onset-aligned time window of 100 ms). The time window advanced in 10 
ms increments.
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Chapter 3: RESULTS A 

The following is very similar to a journal article (Meister et al., in preparation) that 
touches on all the main results. 

Signal multiplexing and single-neuron computations in LIP 

during decision-making

3.1  Abstract

! Previous work has revealed a remarkably direct neural correlate of 
decisions in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP). During a motion discrimination 
task, LIP spike rates ramp upward or downward in a manner resembling 
evidence accumulation. However, this mapping between LIP response and 
decision formation emerged from a task in which sensory and decision 
components are conflated, and from averaged responses across restricted 
samples of neurons. Both factors potentially obscure the underlying neuronal 
computations. We therefore disentangled decision and decision-irrelevant 
sensory signals, and found that LIP neurons multiplex these signals, which 
contrasts with the predominant interpretation of LIP responses as direct 
reflections of accumulated evidence. We also studied a wider sample of LIP 
neurons and identified a number of response motifs, most of which do not 
resemble evidence accumulation. Neural computations in LIP are thus more 
nuanced (and more flexible) than an explicit neural correlate of evidence 
accumulation. 
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3.2  Introduction 

! The lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of rhesus monkeys is thought to be a 
central stage in sensorimotor decision-making. LIP neurons exhibit both sensory 
and oculomotor responses (Mountcastle et al., 1975), persistent activity 
preceding memory-guided saccades (Gnadt and Anderson, 1988), and ramping 
spiking activity during the gradual formation of perceptual decisions (Shadlen and 
Newsome, 1996, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). During performance of a 
well-studied motion direction-discrimination task (e.g., Newsome and Pare, 1988; 
Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and 
Shadlen, 2005; Churchland et al., 2008; Bennur and Gold, 2011), LIP responses 
appear to be an explicit neural correlate of decision formation: firing rates ramp 
up slowly for harder, time-consuming decisions based on weak sensory 
evidence, and ramp quickly for easier, faster decisions based on stronger 
sensory evidence (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; 
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Churchland et al., 2008). 
LIP firing rates have been framed quantitatively as reflecting the cognitive 
process of accumulating evidence in favor of one saccadic response over 
another (Gold and Shadlen, 2001; Ditterich et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2005; 
Wong et al., 2007; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Beck et al., 2008; Kiani, Hanks and 
Shadlen, 2008) . Such accumulation of evidence over time is a key mechanism 
posited by psychological theories of decision-making based on temporal 
integration (i.e., drift-diffusion models (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Mazurek et 
al., 2003; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Wong, Huk, Shadlen and Wang, 2007). This 
line of work has culminated in the formal proposition that LIP firing rates are 
quantitatively proportional to the underlying decision variable, perhaps the log 
likelihood ratio of one alternative over another (Gold and Shadlen, 2001; Yang 
and Shadlen, 2007). In short, spike rates in LIP appear to be a direct and explicit 
neural correlate of the evolving decision in this task.
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! This framework has yielded strong links between neurophysiological 
signals, mathematical models of decision-making, and the speed and accuracy of 
perceptual decisions themselves (Gold and Shadlen, 2002; Mazurek, Roitman, 
Ditterich and Shadlen, 2003; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Wong, Huk, Shadlen and 
Wang, 2007). However, very little is known about the underlying neural 
computations that produce such decision-related signals in LIP neurons. By 
analogy, our understanding of the primary visual cortex goes beyond the 
observation that neural responses are affected by both contrast and orientation 
of a visual pattern: research has gone on to investigate how single V1 neurons 
might exhibit orientation tuning and a saturating contrast response function. This 
level of analysis thus attempts to characterize the underlying computations using 
basic operators like summation and normalization. We sought to approach LIP in 
a similar way, and performed a series of studies focused on (1) isolating the 
decision-related signals and seeing how they interact with decision-irrelevant 
signals; (2) characterizing the temporal response dynamics of individual LIP 
neurons; and (3) understanding the relation between single neuron activity and 
the “population”-level neural correlates that are usually considered in these 
studies. 
! Our results provide several insights into the neural computations that 
underlie decision-related activity in LIP. First, decision signals are summed with 
(and sometimes divided by) decision-irrelevant visual signals at the level of single 
neurons; such multiplexing challenges the interpretation of LIP spike rates as a 
quantitative correlate of evidence accumulation. Second, LIP neurons exhibit a 
diverse set of response “motifs” during decision formation that were repeatedly 
observed in the population, but whose forms deviate from the temporal 
integration canonically ascribed to LIP. Third, we show that the heterogeneity of 
these responses can yield an estimate of population activity that does 
approximate the temporal integration of evidence, despite the fact that many 
individual neurons do not appear to be computing this variable.
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! Taken together, these insights into the neural computations in LIP suggest 
a considerably less direct relation between LIP responses and a particular 
psychological step in perceptual decision-making. Multiplexing and heterogeneity  
imply that LIP spike rates do not reflect a final or nearly-complete “read out” of 
relevant sensory data that maps explicitly on to the accumulation of evidence. 
These results instead motivate further study of how LIP neurons multiplex a 
variety of sensory-cognitive-motor signals, and argue for substantially greater 
emphasis on how LIP activity itself is “read out” (and perhaps de-multiplexed) by 
downstream brain structures (Hanes et al., 1995; Hanes and Schall, 1996; Basso 
and Wurtz, 1998; Gold and Shadlen, 2000; Gold and Shadlen, 2003; Horwitz and 
Batista, 2004; Curtis and Lee, 2010). 

3.3  Results

! We recorded extracellularly from 80 spatially-selective neurons in LIP of 
two rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) while they performed instructed saccade 
and perceptual decision-making tasks (see Methods for more details about 
selection criteria). The conventional instructed saccade tasks (Fig. 3.1a) were 
either visually-guided overlap saccades (in which a single target was presented, 
and the monkey was cued to make a saccade to it; top row) or memory-guided 
saccades (in which the target was flashed early in the trial, and the monkey was 
later cued to make a saccade to the remembered location; bottom row). The 
decision-making tasks (Fig. 3.1b) were either a standard two-alternative forced 
choice direction-discrimination task (in which two saccade targets were present, 
and the monkey chose the one corresponding to their decision about the 
direction of a random-dot kinetogram; here called “Targets-ON”, top row), or 
variants in which the same task was performed, but the targets were either 
flashed on and off at the beginning of the trial (“Targets-FLASH”; bottom row), or 
were not presented at all (“Targets-NONE”, Fig. 3.3a);
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! In the initial sections of the Results, we focus on the 57 neurons that 
exhibited strong persistent activity during memory-guided saccades (47 in the 
Targets-FLASH experiments, 10 in the Targets-NONE experiments), so as to best 
relate to prior work that has applied similar cell selection criteria (e.g., Shadlen 
and Newsome, 1996; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Churchland et al., 2008; Bennur 
and Gold, 2011). In the later sections, we consider the broader sample of all 80 
spatially selective LIP neurons, selected solely on the basis of having a spatially-
selective response during one of the instructed saccade tasks, location on the 
lateral bank of the intraparietal suclus, and proximity to neurons with the more 
canonical property of strong persistent activity.

Assessment of responses to instructed saccades
! We began each experimental session by characterizing a single LIP 
neuronʼs spatial selectivity and persistent activity while the monkey performed 
visually-guided overlap saccades or memory-guided saccades to a location 
inside the RF (“In-RF”) or to a diametrically opposite location (“Out-RF”). We 
initially restricted our analysis to the cells with strong persistent activity during 
memory-guided saccades (as described in Supplemental Methods). 
Experimenters (including ourselves) have long assumed that such neurons are 
more prone to carry decision signals (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996), the logic 
being that persistent activity indicates the capability of such neurons to integrate 
information over time, which is a key element in forming decisions in the motion 
discrimination task (Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Palmer et al., 2005; Kiani et al., 
2008).
! As expected, these cells exhibited higher firing rates when the saccade 
target was presented in the RF as compared to outside it, throughout the entire 
trial, from target onset, through the delay period, until the saccade itself (Fig. 
3.1c). Response levels were very similar regardless of whether the target stayed 
on (visually-guided saccades) or was only flashed early in the trial (memory-
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guided saccades), confirming the presence of strong “memory” activity. Because 
this strong activity bridging the target onset and the later saccade was not 
affected by whether the saccade target stayed illuminated, one might expect that 
these neurons should be ideal candidates for carrying decision-related activity 
that is not affected by the presence or absence of a visual saccade target during 
the motion-direction discrimination task. However, this is an empirical question, 
and we sought to test it.

Decision signals are added to a strong visual signal from the RF
! After assaying each neuron with the instructed saccade tasks described 
above, we continued to measure single unit spiking activity while the monkeys 
performed two versions of the dots task. In the Targets-ON task (Fig. 3.1b, top), 
the monkey discriminated the direction of dot motion (two-alternative forced-
choice) and communicated his decision by making an eye movement to one of 
two Choice Targets. In the Targets-FLASH task (Fig. 3.1b, bottom), the monkeys 
performed the same dot-motion direction-discrimination task, but this time the 
Choice Targets were only flashed briefly (100 ms) at the start of each trial, before 
dot motion began. Importantly, this meant there was no visual stimulation of the 
cellʼs RF during decision-making. After the go-signal, the monkey communicated 
his choice by making an eye movement to one of the two previously-illuminated 
choice target locations. (These Targets-FLASH trials can be thought of as a 
“memory guided” version of the dots task, similar to the two types of saccade 
tasks).
! Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH trials were randomly interleaved and were 
identical except for whether or not the targets remained on during the whole trial
or were only briefly illuminated right before the onset of the dot motion. This 
manipulation of the Choice Targets would not, by design, be expected to exert a 
substantial effect on decision-making— and indeed, psychophysical performance 
was very similar in the two conditions (monkey J,79.5% correct Targets-ON,
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Figure 3.1  Visual stimulation of the RF changes neural response during 
decision-making for the LIP neurons in our sample with persistent activity 
(n = 47). (a) Visually-guided (top) and memory-guided (bottom) instructed 
saccade tasks. In both tasks, the monkey began by fixating a central spot. A 
saccadic target then appeared either in the RF of the neuron or in the location 
diametrically opposite. In the memory-guided saccade task, the target 
disappeared 100 ms after its onset, whereas it remained on in the visually-guided 
saccade trial for the whole trial. After a variable delay period, the fixation point 
disappeared, cuing the monkey to make a saccade to the target location for 
reward. (b) Targets-ON (top) and Targets-FLASH (bottom) decision tasks. 
Monkeys performed a 2AFC dot motion direction discrimination task. On half the 
trials (interleaved), the Choice Targets remained on throughout the trial (Targets-
ON); in the other half of trials the targets were only flashed at the start of the trial 
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(Targets-FLASH). One choice target was placed in the RF of the neuron and the 
other was placed in the location diametrically opposite. In the Targets-FLASH 
task, the targets disappeared before dot motion onset, whereas the targets 
remained on in the Targets-ON condition for the whole trial. Strength of motion 
(% coherence) varied from trial to trial. Duration of the dot motion was controlled 
by the experimenter (500-1000 ms during physiology, uniform distribution). (c) 
Population response is similar during visually-guided and memory-guided 
saccade tasks. Firing rate of 47 LIP neurons with persistent memory activity 
(normalized to the dynamic range of each neuron) is shown during both visually 
and memory-guided saccade tasks (solid and dashed line, respectively). Left, 
responses aligned to target appearance (“Target on”); right, aligned to saccade 
(Saccade”). Dashed vertical line marked “Target off” indicates time at which the 
target was extinguished during memory-guided trials. Green indicates trials when 
the target appeared in the RF of the neuron (“In-RF”), and red when it appeared 
in a location opposite (“Out-RF”). Shaded regions indicate variability produced by  
the middle 68% of 100 bootstrapped values of firing rate. (d) Population 
response during decision-making depends on visual stimulation of the RF. Firing 
rate (normalized same as Fig. 3.1) of 47 cells with persistent memory activity is 
shown during both Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH decision trials (solid and 
dashed line, respectively). Firing rate is aligned to trial events marked by vertical 
lines. Dashed vertical line indicates when the targets disappeared in the Targets-
FLASH condition (“Targets off”). Green indicates trials in which the choice 
saccade was made to the In-RF location; Red to the Out-RF location. Only 
correct trials are included in this analysis, except for 0% coherence trials, which 
are segregated by choice. Shaded regions indicate variability middle 68% of 
1000 bootstrapped firing rate values. See Supplementary Figs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 
for, respectively, plots of behavioral performance, neural response for each 
coherence, and non-normalized neural response.! !

78.2% Targets-FLASH; monkey P, 78.2% Targets-ON, 78.7% Targets-FLASH). 
The dependencies of accuracy on viewing duration suggested that decisions 
were made well within the first 500 ms of dot motion viewing (this and other 
psychophysical results are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.1). 
! Despite similar psychophysical performance, LIP responses were very 
different in Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH trials (Fig. 3.1d). The population 
neural response in both trial types followed the same general pattern through the 
various phases of the trial, but responses were substantially lower throughout 
Targets-FLASH trials. Specifically, the average firing rate during Targets-FLASH 
decision trials was about 25% lower during motion viewing and the subsequent 
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wait period. This smaller response during Targets-FLASH trials was evident soon 
after the targets were extinguished, and persisted throughout the trial with similar 
magnitude for all motion coherences (Supplementary Fig. 3.2). The emergence 
of this effect soon after target offset in Targets-FLASH trials suggests a primarily 
visual origin, although the significant difference in spike rates then persisted all 
the way through the decision period, and out to the saccade itself. The effect was 
evident regardless of whether individual cell responses were normalized to their 
respective dynamic range (Fig. 3.1d), examined in raw spike averages 
(Supplementary Fig. 3.3), or for each coherence separately (Supplementary 
Fig. 3.2), or with other normalization schemes (not shown). 
! This large— and apparently decision-irrelevant— effect of target presence/
absence is particularly striking because a similar effect was not present in these 
neurons when comparing the response during visually-guided and memory-
guided saccades (refer back to Fig. 3.1c). Thus, the spike rate in this particular 
subset of LIP neurons (i.e., ones that exhibit strong memory activity) does not 
directly map on to the amount of accumulated evidence; instead, a large 
component of the response  during decision-making simply reflects whether or 
not there is a small red spot (the saccade target) in the RF. 
! To compare the decision-related ramping activity of our LIP sample to that 
observed in prior work, we performed a classical receiver-operating characteristic 
(ROC) analysis (Supplementary Fig. 3.4, after Shadlen & Newsome, 2001, their 
Figure 10). We attempted to predict behavioral choices based on single-neuron 
activity, calculating the probability of correctly guessing the choice as a function 
of time and motion coherence (knowing only the preferred direction/target of the 
neuron under study). This resulted in an evolving ROC pattern where predictive 
power grew more steeply across time for higher coherences. This confirms that 
our LIP sample exhibits decision-related responses similar to those in prior work.
! The simple mixture of a decision-irrelevant effect of the visual targets with 
decision-related activity— which lasted throughout the trial with an approximately 
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additive form— substantially complicates the relation between LIP activity and 
decisions. However, another decision-irrelevant mixture yielded an even greater 
challenge to the mapping between LIP spike rates and decision formation.

Decision signals are divided by another visual signal of nondirectional 
motion strength
! Another complication in interpreting LIP spike rates as accumulated 
evidence emerged when we analyzed  the coherence-dependence of the 
ramping responses during moving dot viewing. Surprisingly, initial inspection of 
standard spike count histograms did not reveal coherence-dependent ramps that 
have been reported in a number of prior studies (Fig. 3.2, top row; compare to 
Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and 
Shadlen, 2005). Further scrutiny revealed that for higher coherences, the 
ramping slope in firing rate was indeed steeper— but the ramping emerged from 
a lower starting point. For lower coherences, the inverse was true: shallower 
ramps, but emerging from a higher starting point.
! To better visualize this mixture of slope and starting point dependencies 
on motion coherence, we decomposed responses during the dot motion epoch 
into 2 coherence-dependent components. We took the data shown in the 
conventional spike count histogram (Fig. 3.2, top tow) and calculated: (1) the 
difference between In-RF and Out-RF choice responses for each coherence 
(which we refer to as the directional coherence-dependence signal) (Fig. 3.2, 
middle row), and (2) the response averaged over both In-RF and Out-RF trials for 
each coherence (thus creating a nondirectional coherence-dependence signal) 
(Fig. 3.2, bottom row).
! In the Targets-ON task, the expected coherence dependence observed in 
prior studies using similar stimuli is evident in the directional coherence-
dependent signal (Fig. 3.2, left column, middle row).The unexpected, 
nondirectional coherence-dependence emerged earlier and was of a similar 
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overall magnitude (Fig. 3.2, left column, bottom row). This nondirectional, inverse 
coherence dependence was also clearly visible in single neurons 
(Supplementary Fig. 3.5). In the Targets-FLASH task, we also observed both 
directional and nondirectional coherence-dependencies, although the 
nondirectional component was somewhat muted in magnitude, and exhibited 
different temporal dynamics (Fig. 3.2, right column).

Figure 3.2  LIP population response during decisions depends on motion 
strength in two ways: Conventional way (directional coherence 
dependence) and unexpected way (nondirectional coherence dependence). 
Normalized firing rate of n = 47 cells is aligned to the start of dot motion. Only 
correct trials are plotted, as well as all trials of 0% motion coherence, where there 
is no correct choice. Firing rate computed as a 100 ms running mean. Stronger 
motion strengths are indicated by darker shades. TOP: Firing rate during decision 
epoch for each direction (green and red indicate motion toward and away from 
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RF respectively) and motion strength (darker colors indicate higher motion 
strength) shows two, simultaneous forms of motion strength dependence:  
Steeper ramping for higher motion strengths simultaneously occurs with overall 
lower firing rate for higher motion strengths. MIDDLE: The conventional form of 
firing rate dependence on motion strength is shown only. The firing rate of In-RF 
target choices minus Out-RF choices is plotted across the decision epoch. 
Higher motion strength trials show bigger response differences between In and 
Out-RF choices. BOTTOM: The unexpected inverse dependence of firing rate on 
motion strength is shown only. Firing rate is plotted across the decision epoch for 
each motion strength. The firing rate vector for each motion strength was 
calculated by first computing the firing rate vectors for the two separate directions 
of a motion strength (shown in the standard PSTH in the top row), and then 
averaging those two vectors together. This analysis reveals that higher motion 
strength trials have lower firing rates.!
!
! The smaller nondirectional coherence-dependence in Targets-FLASH 
trials was a first clue that it resulted from an interaction between the motion 
stimulus and the choice target. To better understand the form of this interaction, 
we performed an additional set of recordings to observe LIP responses when no 
targets were on screen at any point during a trial. We therefore recorded from 10 
more LIP neurons (with strong persistent activity in memory-guided saccades, 
Supplementary Fig. 3.6) as one of the monkeys performed the dot-motion 
direction-discrimination task, and we interleaved Targets-ON trials (as described 
above) with Targets-NONE trials (which were identical, except the targets were 
never illuminated) (Fig. 3.3a). 
! In these Targets-NONE trials (where Choice Targets never appeared), the 
standard PSTH now showed a more conventional pattern of coherence-
dependent ramping, and did not contain a substantial nondirectional component 
(Fig. 3.3c, right panel). A large nondirectional component was still clearly present 
in these neurons during Targets-ON trials (Fig. 3.3c, left panel). These 
interactions between targets, motion, and decision activity are not likely due to 
differences in saccade metrics (between Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH or 
Targets-NONE trials). One might be concerned that saccades to extinguished 
target locations are less accurate and precise than saccades to targets that are 
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still illuminated, and that this might explain the lower LIP responses during 
Targets-FLASH and Targets-NONE trials. However the constellation of results 
argue against this proposition. First, these effects emerged early in the trial and 
maintained a roughly constant magnitude until the saccade, inconsistent with a 
purely peri-saccadic locus. Second, the neurons we analyzed showed no such 
drop during memory-guided saccades compared to visually-guided saccades,

a

b
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Figure 3.3  Targets-NONE decision task reveals that a total lack of visual 
stimulation of the RF reduces the inverse coherence dependence. (a) 
Targets-NONE decision task schematic. This task is the same as Targets-ON 
(Fig. 1b, top) except that Choice Targets never appear. Targets-NONE trials were 
interleaved with Targets-ON trials in a recording session. (b) Neural population 
response during decision tasks. Firing rate of n = 10 cells with persistent memory 
activity is shown during both Targets-ON and Targets-NONE decision tasks (solid 
and dashed line, respectively). Same format as Fig. 1d. (c) Population response 
of n = 10 cells during decision, separated by motion strength is aligned to the 
start of dot motion. Same format as Fig. 3.2. Persistent activity of these cells in 
the instructed saccade task is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.6. 
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which would be expected to contain a similar saccade-metric confound (Fig. 
3.1c). Third, individual neurons (found in both monkeys) exhibited the opposite 
pattern— increased firing rate in targets-absent trials (Fig. 3.4). Fourth, in our 
Targets-NONE experiment, the population response was actually higher than the 
Targets-ON condition at and around the time of the saccade (Fig. 3.3b). Fifth, 
and most compellingly, consider the trials when the monkey chose the target 
outside of the neuronʼs RF: both Targets-FLASH and Targets-NONE trials have 
an even lower firing rate than Targets-ON trials at the time of saccade, which is 
the opposite expectation if saccade accuracy variable were to blame for firing 
rate (i.e., less accurate saccades to the Out-RF choice target would not be 
expected to further decrease Out-RF choice trial responses).
! The form of nondirectional and inverted coherence dependence observed 
in Targets-ON trials is extremely difficult to interpret in terms of a neural correlate 
of a psychological process such as the accumulation of evidence. Instead, the 
pattern of results is consistent with a sensory mechanism like divisive 
normalization that operates across the entire visual field, without respect to the 
relevance or irrelevance of a signal to decisions. The stronger the motion 
coherence in a portion of the visual field, the larger the reduction in response of 
neurons with an RF in a distant portion of the visual field. This interaction with the 
more conventional response components likely occurred because we employed 
a shorter time interval between appearance of Choice Targets and the onset of 
dot motion (200 ms) than was used in other experiments recording in LIP during 
a motion discrimination task (at least 500 ms in (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Churchland et al., 2008; 
Rorie et al., 2010).
! Although the effects of simple target manipulations on averaged 
responses suggested to us that the underlying neural computations in LIP were 
not a direct correlate of accumulated evidence, the responses of single neurons 
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provided insight into the diversity of neural computations in this area. For 
example, although we observed single neurons that exhibited responses to 
Targets-ON versus Targets-FLASH trials that were similar to those observed in 
the subpopulation average (Fig. 3.4, top), we also saw compelling counter 
examples that showed the opposite pattern (i.e., higher responses to Targets-
FLASH than Targets-ON trials; Fig. 3.4, bottom). 

Figure 3.4  Single 
neurons demonstrate 
the main effects and 
also reveal 
idiosyncrasies. 
Effects of RF 
stimulation in 2 
different neurons 
during decision tasks. 
Each plot shows a 
single neuron. Top cell 
shows higher firing 
rate in Targets-ON 
trials than in Targets-
FLASH trials (i.e., 
confirming the main 
effect shown in the 
population responses 
in Fig. 3.1d). 
Conversely, the bottom 
cell shows higher firing 

rate for Targets-FLASH trials (i.e., an inverted effect relative to the population 
average). Same color key as Fig. 3.1d. 

These observations motivated us to examine single neuron responses in more 
detail as an additional clue into the underlying mechanistic computations within 
LIP. This investigation yielded two surprising insights described in the following 
two sections. 
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Dissociation of decision signals from persistent activity
! Up to this point, we restricted our analysis to only 47 of the 80 spatially 
selective neurons in our dataset because they exhibited strong persistent 
memory activity. The reason for this conventional sampling criterion is the logical 
similarity between evidence accumulation and persistent memory activity; 
specifically, a cell that can integrate evidence over time in decision-making would 
theoretically need persistent memory activity to accrue units of evidence across 
time. However, just as scrutiny of single neurons revealed a dramatic departure 
from the population response in the results of cellular diversity described above, 
! Across this less-restricted LIP sample, persistent activity was not a strong 
predictor of whether a cell exhibited choice-predictive signals during decision-
making (Fig. 3.5). An example cell with no persistent memory activity but strong 
choice-predictive response is displayed in Fig. 3.5a. To capture the relationship 
between persistent memory activity and choice-predictive activity across all cells, 
we first plotted selectivity (dʼ) of each cell during the decision epoch as a function 
of its selectivity during the memory delay period (Fig. 3.5b).  The resulting 
correlation is weak albeit statistically significant (r2 = 0.12, p = 0.001)— the 
scatterplot does not compellingly justify using the presence/absence of persistent 
activity for accepting/rejecting individual LIP neurons (similar results were
obtained using other assessments of persistent activity, including qualitative 
judgments like those typically done “on-the-fly” during experimental sessions).
! This pattern of results shows that it is unlikely that there is an easily-
identifiable and special subset of LIP neurons that have a privileged relation to 
decision processes. Instead, the surprisingly weak dependence of decision-
related activity on persistent activity motivated an even more general re-
assessment of single neuron responses and their relation to the accumulation of 
evidence during the discrimination task.
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Figure 3.5  Weak relation between persistent activity and decision-related 
signals. (a) Single neuron example where persistent activity during the memory 
delay of instructed saccade task is clearly dissociated from decision signals 
during decision-making. This neuron shows weak persistent activity during the 
memory-guided saccade task (left), yet strong decision signals during the 
decision task (right). (b) Scatterplot shows weak relationship between persistent 
activity and selectivity in the decision epoch for entire population of 80 cells. 
Spatial selectivity of each cell (n = 80) is plotted in units of dʼ. dʼ during during 
motion discrimination of the decision task is plotted as a function of dʼ during the 
memory delay period of the memory-guided saccade task. r2 = 0.12, p = 0.0014 
(Type II regression, grey line). In the decision task, decision epoch was 200-700 
ms after dot motion onset.  we decided to test this assumption by expanding our 
analysis to the individual responses of all spatially-selective cells, regardless of 
whether they had strong persistent activity (n = 80) (see Supplemental Methods 
for quantitative criterion for spatial selectivity).!
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Temporal dynamics suggest a diversity of computations
! Many single cell responses did not show conventional ramping decision 
signals, but instead exhibited unique temporal dynamics during motion-viewing 
(“response motifs”) that cannot be interpreted as a neural correlate of evidence 
accumulation. Fig. 3.6a (left column) shows the choice-separated PSTH 
(averaged over coherences) for 6 example neurons. One exhibits canonical
 ramping responses (row 4, cell ID p033011); the others show varying degrees of 
departure from this pattern. Figure 3.6a (right column) shows the difference in 
spike rate between In-RF and Out-RF (correct) choices as a function of 
coherence, confirming that many of the cells exhibit the dependence on motion 
coherence often asserted as a signature of decision-relevance, despite exhibiting 
a non-canonical response motif.!
! The average response of these diverse 6 example cells (Fig. 3.6b, top) 
results in both a PSTH (left) and a pattern of directional coherence-dependence 
(right) that approximates the expected response dynamics reported in prior work. 
A similar pattern is observed in the average of all 80 cells (Fig. 3.6b, bottom). 
These plots demonstrate that the population response can appear to mimic the 
accumulation of evidence, despite the fact that many of the individual 
constituents appear to be reflecting other neural computations that are less 
easily-interpretable in terms of decision formation. 
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Figure 3.6  Diverse responses of individual LIP neurons combine to show 
conventional ramping activity of the population response. (a) The responses 
of 6 different example neurons are shown. LEFT: PSTH of each example neuron 
is shown for the first 700 ms of dot motion. RIGHT: Directional coherence 
dependence of each neuron is shown by plotting the difference between average 
response for In- and Out-RF choices during motion discrimination as a function of 
coherence (right). The slopes of the fit lines are reported on the plots in units of 
spikes per 100% coherence + / - one SEM. (b) Combination of the diverse 
responses yields a population response with conventional decision signals. TOP: 

a b
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The population response of the 6 cells in (a). BOTTOM: The population response 
of the entire population of cells (n = 80). Slopes of the fit lines are reported in the 
same units as (a) except normalized firing rate units are used instead of spikes. 

! The selection of these 6 example cells was not a wholly arbitrary exercise, 
moreover. They are representative of the 6 coarse groups of cells revealed by an 
automated clustering algorithm (k-means, see Supplemental Methods). These
groups of 9-15 cells exhibited highly diverse temporal dynamics during the first 
700 ms of motion viewing (Fig. 3.7, left column), from cells with only moderate or 
late choice sensitivity and mostly decreasing firing rate (top 2 groups) to cells 
with greater, earlier choice sensitivity and more severe ramping for Out-RF 
choices (middle 2 groups). Also, cells with no gradual growth in choice selectivity 
were common (5th group down), as well as cells with constant growth in 
selectivity (bottom group). It was also notable that all of these groups showed 
averaged saccade-task responses that suggested strong persistent activity 
(middle column). Furthermore, some of the groups with nonclassical motifs still 
exhibited significant coherence-dependence (right column, e.g., group 1), while 
others with more “expected” motifs showed weaker (non-significant) coherence-
dependence (e.g., groups 5 and 6). 
! Together, the examination of single-neuron responses in LIP reveal that an 
even wider range of LIP neurons appear to carry decision-related signals than 
was previously assumed; however, the temporal form of their responses implies 
that many LIP neurons do not explicitly code the accumulation of 
evidence.!
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!
Figure 3.7  80 
cell responses 
are segregated 
into 6 diverse 
groups based 
on their 
response 
dynamic 
during dot 
motion. Each 
row displays the 
responses of 
one group. (a) 
The response 
of each neuron 
in a group is 
plotted during 
decision 
formation, along 
with the group 
population 
response 
(thicker lines). 
Firing rate is 
normalized and 
plotted as a 
running mean 
(100 ms bins) 
for In and Out-
RF choices. 
These  
response 
vectors were 
used originally 
to assign the 
cells to groups 
with an 
automated k-
means 
algorithm.  (b) 

The population response of each cell group exhibits persistent memory activity in 
the memory-guided saccade task. Population response is plotted during the 

a b c
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instructed saccade tasks for each cell group population. (c) The directional 
coherence dependence of each cell group is shown by plotting the average 
response difference between In and Out-RF choices as a function of coherence. 
Slopes are reported in units of normalized firing rate per 100% coherence ± one 
SEM.

!  Although the results of this clustering reveal a diversity of temporal 
dynamics that in turn imply a wide range of neural computations beyond 
“accumulation to threshold”, this analysis also obscures even more compelling 
deviations from our expectations. Specifically, we encountered several (n = 15) 
cells that exhibited preference for one choice target during the decision epoch, 
and opposite preference after the dots and leading up to the saccade (Fig. 3.8 
shows 2 examples, center column). Interestingly, both example cells exhibited 
reasonable persistent activity during saccades (left column) and coherence-
dependence (right column)— and thus would have qualified for inclusion in 
standard population-level analyses. But their idiosyncrasy is even more striking 
when one appreciates that one cellʼs saccade-task preference matched the cellʼs 
peri-saccadic preference during the dots task (top cell), while the other cellʼs 
saccade preference matched its preference during motion viewing (bottom cell). 
This latter cell showed “flipping” behavior during the Targets-ON trials, but not 
during the Targets-FLASH trials. Notably, this cell came from the most canonical-
looking cell group (Fig. 3.7, fourth group down). 
! Although their averaged responses do better mimic the accumulation of 
evidence, the effects of target manipulations on these averaged responses 
suggest that even the population responseʼs status as a “neural correlate” of 
decisions is delicate, sensitive to decision-irrelevant manipulations of the Choice 
Targets. 
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Figure 3.8  Dramatic heterogeneity of LIP can be observed outside of the 
conventionally focused upon epochs of the memory delay period in the 
instructed saccade task and the decision formation period of the decision 
task. The individual responses of two example neurons illustrate that although a 
neuron may exhibit persistent activity, and even directional coherence 
dependence during decision formation, neural responses are highly disparate 
from “conventional” cells because these neurons switch spatial selectivity after 
dot motion viewing. Each row shows the response of one cell. (a) PSTH of each 
cell during the memory-guided saccade task shows that both cells exhibited 
conventional persistent memory activity. (b) PSTH of each cell during the dot 
motion decision task shows that both cells exhibit choice-predictive activity during 
decision formation. However, both cells switch their spatial selectivity after the 
dot motion epoch in Targets-ON trials (the bottom cell does not switch selectivity 
during Targets-FLASH trials). (c) Each cell appears to have some directional 
coherence dependence, as illustrated by plotting the average response 
difference between In and Out-RF choices as a function of coherence. Slopes 
are reported in units of spikes / s per 100% coherence + / - one SEM.

a b c
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3.4  Discussion

! Our results show that decision signals in LIP are multiplexed with decision-
irrelevant, visual signals of substantial magnitude and of various forms. At the 
single-neuron level, explicit neural correlates of decision formation are not 
particularly common, and are not strongly related to the degree of persistent 
activity exhibited by those neurons. Instead, single neurons exhibit diverse but 
categorizable temporal motifs that are difficult to interpret in psychological 
(decision-making) terms. However, at the population level, the aggregate 
response of these varied neural dynamics yields a signal that looks more like as 
a neural correlate of the accumulation of evidence. But because of the 
multiplexing of decision-related and decision-irrelevant signals, this correlation 
between brain and behavior is not fixed, and suggests that the readout of LIP 
must involve significant decoding computations that are also important parts of 
the neural circuitry that generates decisions.
! In some ways these results motivate a step backwards in our 
understanding of LIP: there is not a fixed one-to-one correspondence between 
LIP response and accumulated evidence, and the responses of many individual 
neurons are qualitatively impossible to reconcile as direct correlates of any 
posited decision-making mental process. Our results may at first seem to dilute 
the attractive correlations between LIP activity and perceptual decisions, but we 
prefer to highlight that our observations serve to integrate studies using the 
motion direction discrimination task with a wide array of other work in LIP, as well 
as to offer alternate computational explanations of LIP function.
! Several lines of work have investigated signals in LIP that are distinct from 
pure oculomotor decisions, such as shape selectivity (Sereno and Maunsell, 
1998; Sereno and Amador, 2006; Janssen et al., 2008), category specificity 
(Bennur and Gold, 2011; Freedman and Assad, 2011), salience (Colby and 
Goldberg, 1999; Ipata et al., 2009; Gottlieb and Snyder, 2010), color (Bennur and 
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Gold, 2011), direction selectivity (Fanini and Assad, 2009) and passive visual 
responses (Ben Hamed and Duhamel, 2002). Our results suggest that significant 
findings from such work do not reflect distinct “modes” of LIP function specific to 
particular experimental contexts, but instead reveal signals that can be mixed 
with decision- or saccade-related activity. LIP responses have been interpreted 
as reflecting the sum of visual, cognitive, and motor components, modulated by a 
wide-field response normalization (Dorris and Glimcher, 2004; Sugrue et al., 
2004; Glimcher, 2008; Ipata et al., 2009; Falkner et all, 2010). Our results are not 
only consistent with this viewpoint, but make it clear that decision-related 
(“cognitive”) and decision-irrelevant signals can both sum together over time, and 
also interact in more complex ways that preclude simple mappings back to 
decision variables.
! Even within the context of the motion direction discrimination task, some 
previously reported findings might fruitfully be reconsidered as a mixture of 
decision-related and decision-irrelevant signals. For example, one recent study7 
compared LIP activity when 2 versus 4 alternatives were discriminated (which 
corresponding numbers of Choice Targets). Although the lower responses during 
4-alternative trials than 2-alternative trials were interpreted as a direct reflection 
of a lower starting point for evidence accumulation, our results suggest that this 
effect could be driven simply by the larger number of visual targets on the screen 
(i.e., full-field divisive normalization). Other experiments employing a third (post-
decision wagering) target (Kiani and Shadlen, 2009) may also benefit from 
considering the wide-reaching interactions between visual stimuli that we 
observed.
! Although heterogeneity is no surprise when recording from cortical 
neurons in association cortex, the dynamics of individual neurons provide 
important clues into the actual neural computations performed in LIP. The 
disparate response motifs observed suggest that an array of distinct signal types 
are received and/or computed within LIP, that these signals have temporal 
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properties very distinct from early visual areas, and that these single neuron 
dynamics are unlikely to be direct and explicit neural correlates of psychological 
processes. Although it is tempting to contemplate that these response types map 
on directly to distinct cell types in LIP, we only wish to propose that this is a 
matter worthy of future investigation. Perhaps this idiosyncrasy and diversity 
provides LIP with computational flexibility, providing a bank of transformations of 
sensory and motor signals that can be used as appropriate to the task 
(Bernacchia et al., 2011). Coupled with our conclusions regarding the 
multiplexing of visual and decision signals, LIP looks less like a decision 
formation mechanism that performs the key step of sensory “read out”, and more 
like an aggregator of sensorimotor signals with potential behavioral relevance 
that itself must be selectively read-out in a context-appropriate manner.
 ! These results also shed light upon the relation between persistent activity 
and decision-related signals. Although several decades of research have 
assumed that persistent activity during a memory-guided saccade task implied a 
cell was capable of performing temporal integration (Shadlen and Newsome, 
1996), our results call this assumption in to question, and more generally suggest 
that temporal integration is likely not the result of a fixed intrinsic property of each 
cell that generalizes across behavioral contexts. The fact that even cells lacking 
persistent activity produce it in their collective activity (Supplementary Fig. 3.7) 
further raises doubt that strong persistent activity in individual cells is even 
required for the monkey to remember a target location across a delay. Rather, 
the responsibility for maintaining a signal in working memory may, like decision 
signals, be chiefly distributed across the network as a network property. !
! Taken together, these results suggest that the neural correlations of 
decisions observed in some studies of LIP do not imply that LIP neurons actually 
compute a decision variable. Instead, they motivate a shift of emphasis to how 
LIP signals are read out by later mechanisms that demultiplex the interacting 
visual and decision-related signals, as well as how neurons with different 
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temporal motifs contribute to a single aggregate signal or can be more selectively 
accessed to support a wide range of sensorimotor functions. The relation 
between spikes in LIP and perceptual decision-making may thus be considerably  
more enigmatic than previously postulated.

3.5  Supplementary figures

Figure S3.1  The effect in Fig. 3.1d and 3.3b is not due to a difference in 
behavioral performance between conditions because behavioral 
performance was similar between Targets-ON, Targets-FLASH, and Targets-
NONE decision tasks. Proportion correct is plotted as a function of motion-
viewing duration, separated by task and motion strength. Data in this figure is 

a b

c d
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taken from the electrophysiological recording sessions of the cells analyzed in 
this publication, as well as from sessions where the electrophysiology did not 
result in analysis here. Behavioral performance for Monkey P (a) and Monkey J 
(b) during the Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH decision tasks. 70 sessions 
(59,221 trials) for monkey P and 16 (11,172 trials) for monkey J. (c) Performance 
during Targets-ON and Targets-NONE decision trials. Only Monkey P; 7,978 
trials. (d) Performance during Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH decision task in 
which dot motion viewing on a trial was between 100 and 900 ms. Only Monkey 
P; 11, 251 trials.! !
! Proportion correct is generally flat across the range of viewing durations 
we employed during the electrophysiological recordings (500-1000 ms) 
(Supplementary Fig. 3.1a, b ,c, d). This demonstrates that the vast majority of 
decisions were made by the monkeys before even our shortest period of dot 
motion viewing (500 ms), a result expected given prior results (Gold and 
Shadlen, 2003; Kiani et al., 2008). In order to more specifically define the epoch 
of decision formation, we collected additional psychophysical data from one 
monkey in sessions of intermixed Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH trials that 
included shorter dot motion viewing durations (100 to 900 ms, uniform 
distribution). In these trials, performance accuracy plateaued for all motion 
strengths after about 400 ms of motion viewing, similarly across the two 
conditions (Supplementary Fig. 3.1d). Given these results, our working 
hypothesis is that all decisions were completed by 500 ms of motion viewing 
(which is useful in interpreting the time course of the LIP responses), and that 
there was no obvious difference in psychophysical performance that resulted 
from our manipulations of the Choice Targets. These conclusions validate the 
comparisons of the neural responses for objectively similar decision processes 
(and time periods) between Targets-ON, Targets-FLASH, and Targets-NONE 
conditions.
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Figure S3.2  The main effect of Targets-
FLASH on neural response is similar 
across all conditions (each motion 
coherence) that were summed together 
in Fig. 3.1d. Population firing rate during 
Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH trials for 
each coherence. Each panel shows the 
firing rate of the n = 47 neurons with 
persistent memory activity during Targets-
ON and Targets-FLASH trials for a 
different coherence value. Green 
indicates In-RF choice, red an Out-RF 
choice. Solid line indicates Targets-ON 
trials, dashed line indicates Targets-
FLASH trials. Darker color indicates 
higher motion coherence, as in main 
paper figures. Firing rate was computed 
as a 100 ms running mean. 
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Figure S3.3  Shows that the main effect of Targets-FLASH in Fig. 3.1d is 
similar for non-normalized firing rate plots. Same as Fig. 3.1d, except that 
firing rate is not normalized. Firing rate for n = 47 neurons during Targets-ON and 
Targets-FLASH trials was computed in 50 ms bins and is shown in units of spikes 
per second. 

Like Fig. 3.1d, green indicates In-RF choice, red an Out-RF choice. Solid line 
indicates Targets-ON trials, dashed line indicates Targets-FLASH trials.
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Figure S3.4. The putative neural correlate of evidence accumulation can be 
derived from LIP population response. TOP: The response difference between 
in and Out-RF choices for n = 47 cells during motion-viewing is plotted for each 
coherence for (a) Targets-ON and (b) Targets-FLASH trials, hence illustrating 
larger response differences for higher coherences. BOTTOM: ROC analysis of 
the same data again illustrates putative evidence accumulation signals because 
during trials of stronger motion strengths, the distributions of spike counts 
between In- and Out-RF choices were less overlapping, and hence an ideal 
observer could more correctly predict the monkeys behavior across time for both 
(a) Targets-ON and (b) Targets-FLASH trials.
a b
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Figure S3.5  Single neuron responses show inverse, nondirectional 
dependence on motion strength. Each column shows one neuronʼs response. 
TOP: The firing rate of individual neurons can be strongly, inversely related to the 
strength of motion in both Targets-ON (left) and Targets-FLASH (right) decision 
tasks. Firing rate vectors for in and Out-RF choices (correct trials only except for 
0% coherence trials) are computed separately and then averaged together, thus 
producing the neural response to each motion strength plotted here. Darker lines 
represent firing rate for higher motion strengths. BOTTOM: Each neuron is a 
“conventional” LIP cell in that they exhibit robust persistent memory activity in the 
memory-guided saccade task. Plotting format same as in Fig. 3.1c.
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Figure S3.6  Neurons analyzed for decision signals in the Targets-NONE 
experiment had strong persistent activity. The population response of n = 10 
cells that met criterion for persistent memory activity is shown during the visually-  
and memory-guided instructed saccade tasks. Green indicates In-RF saccade 
trials, and red indicates Out-RF saccade trials. Solid line indicates visually-guided 
saccade trials, and dashed line indicates memory-guided saccade trials.
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Figure S3.7  Persistent activity emerges in the population response of cells 
that individually lack it. Just as decision signals are an emergent property from 
cells that lack them, persistent memory activity is an emergent property from 
cells that lack it. (a) The 20 cells with the worst persistent memory activity, as 
determined by dʼ value during the delay, produce persistent activity in their 
population response. Normalized firing rate is plotted during the memory-guided 
saccade task. (b) The cell with the highest dʼ value of 20 cells is shown here to 
illustrate how poor the persistent activity is for the individual cells. The cellʼs firing 
rate is plotted during the memory-guided saccade task. Green indicates In-RF 
saccade trials, and red indicates Out-RF saccade trials. 

b

a
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Chapter 4: RESULTS B 

The following results show extended views of the data presented in Results A, 
as well as one additional cell of interest.  

! In the last section (Results A), data analyses showed that LIP decision 
signals are 1) mixed with decision irrelevant visual signals, 2) unrelated to 
persistent memory activity in an instructed saccade task, and 3) have diverse, 
but repetitive dynamics amongst cells. Here, in Results B, those same 
conclusions are echoed. 
! In sections 4.1 to 4.3, the visual effects present in LIP response are 
focused upon. Analyses show the extent visual signals are mixed with choice 
signals by displaying at how well a conventional decoder does at reading out 
choice (4.1), and by displaying single cell examples from each monkey where 
choice signals are exhibited simultaneously with visual effects that are either in 
the same or opposite sign of the population response (4.3). The visual effect of 
normalization (response to visual stimulus appearing in the RF reduced by stimuli 
outside the RF) is also shown to be present in our data (4.2). 
! In sections 4.4 and 4.5, the failure of persistent memory activity to predict 
decision signals is concentrated upon. Responses of cells with the weakest and 
strongest persistent memory activity are shown to be qualitatively similar (4.4), 
and single cell examples from each monkey illustrate how weak and strong 
persistent activity cells can exhibit, respectively, strong or poor decision signals 
(4.5).
! In section 4.6, the diverse response dynamics among LIP cells is further 
examined. Earlier in Results A, response motifs were generated by automated 
vector clustering, whereas here we show cellular response motifs generated by 
observer judgements (4.6). The motifs judged by observers were defined in 
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writing, and then observers judged whether a cell exhibited any of the defined 
motifs. Because the defined motifs violated the traditional notion of gradually 
ramping choice signal, it was a particularly telling result when two independent 
observers mutually agreed that most LIP cells exhibited a “violate” motif. Again, 
just like Results A shows in Fig. 3.6 for cells with disparate dynamics, the violate 
motif cells still produced conventional-looking decision signals in their averaged 
population response (Fig. 4.17).!
! In sections 4.7 and 4.8, the basic profile of the LIP cell population is 
focused upon by reporting recording locations (4.7) and the proportion of cells 
across the population with selective visual, memory delay, and motor responses 
in the instructed saccade task (4.8).!

4.1  Poor decoding of choice from LIP response in the 

ambiguous case

! In the population response (Fig. 3.1d and Supplementary Figs. 3.2-3), 
one sees that the response to an Out-RF choice is actually higher than an In-RF 
choice during the decision epoch-- but only if you are concentrating on the Out-
RF choice when Choice Targets are visible, and the In-RF choice without visible 
Choice Targets. These two particular responses would therefore most likely fool a 
decoder of LIP response into guessing a different saccadic choice than what the 
monkey actually chose. To prove this point, and illustrate how simply using LIP 
spike rate to predict the monkeyʼs saccadic choice will lead to mistakes, we 
performed a traditional ROC analysis (Methods) on these “ambiguous case” 
trials.  
! Specifically, we decoded neural response by computing a “predictive 
index” value (between 0 and 1) proportional to the ability to correctly predict the 
monkeyʼs choice based on LIP spike rates of these two trial types: In-RF 
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responses from Targets-FLASH trials, and Out-RF responses from Targets-ON 
trials. This analysis emphasizes how much the Target manipulation affects our 
ability to “read out” behavior using a standard analysis (i.e., an assumed ideal 
observer who only counts spikes within some fixed time range). The result is 
below, and demonstrates that the first several hundred ms of LIP response fall 
below chance  for predicting the eye movement (up to ~500 ms for the 
intermediate and lowest coherences). This means that LIP responses are on 
average inverted relative to choice, swamped out by the large effect of the Target 
manipulation. In short, this is confirmation that the code in LIP would require de-
multiplexing in order to preserve its assumed relation to behavior. 

Figure 4.10  An ideal observer poorly predicts decision from the population 
response. The predictive index is generated from a ROC analysis (as described 
by Shadlen and Newsome, 2001) for 47 neurons during decision formation. 
Darker lines indicate stronger coherence trials. Red horizontal line indicates 
chance performance.
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4.2  Another visual effect in the transient visual 

response

! Another effect of target presence in the population response is noticeable 
in the initial visual response to the appearance of a target in the RF. The 
amplitude of this fast, transient visual response is ~40% lower in the decision 
task than it is in the saccade task (Fig. 4.11).  

Figure 4.11  Smaller visual response in decision task than in instructed 
saccade task  The transient visual response to the appearance of a target in the 
RF is higher  during the instructed saccade task (left) and the decision task (right) 
for n = 67 neurons (out of which 47 exhibit persistent memory activity). Response 
is also shown for the null target trials in the instructed saccade task (red lines in 
left plot) although no target appears in the RF in those trials. 

The only difference in the stimuli between the two tasks at the start of the trial 
when the target appears in the RF is that in the decision task, the null target also 
appears. The smaller visual response in the decision task is thus likely due to the 
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the simultaneous appearance of the null target outside the RF, lowering the 
response through wide-field normalization (addressed in Discussion). 

4.3  Single-cell responses from each monkey show 

visual effects

! Previously in Results A, two single-cell example responses were 
presented to illustrate how visibility of the Choice Targets can have opposite 
effects on different neurons. Here (Fig 4.12a), this is shown for each monkey 
(total of four neuron examples). The PSTHʼs in Fig 4.12a show single neuron 
responses sorted by In-RF versus Out-RF target choices. The top two rows show    
single neurons from each monkey that exhibit similar targets-ON versus targets-
FLASH effects to what we observed in the population response (Fig. 3.1d). The 
next two rows show single neurons from each monkey that exhibit effects 
opposite that of the population (FLASH > ON). The last row just shows a single 
neuron demonstrating the same effect as the full sample from the targets-NONE 
experiment.
!  Additionally, Fig 4.12b illustrates that the novel signal of inverted, 
nondirectional coherence dependence is observable at the level of a single cell, 
in all conditions, even the condition of Targets-NONE, where the inverse 
coherence dependence was very muted in the population response. Strong and 
persistent inverse coherence dependence is evident in these single neuron 
responses during Targets-ON trials (top two rows), Targets-FLASH trials (next 
two rows), and Targets-NONE trials (bottom row). Observing this inverted 
coherence dependence at the level of the single cell illustrates the strength of 
this signal in the population, and confirms that this signal is not a slight property 
of the individual cells that emerges only in the population response.
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Figure 4.12  Single neurons demonstrate the main effects and also reveal 
idiosyncrasies. (a) Visual effects from Choice Targets in 5 different neurons 
during decision tasks. Each plot shows a single neuron. Top two cells are from 
two different monkeys and both show higher firing rate in Targets-ON trials than 
in targets-FLASH trials (i.e., confirming the main effect shown in the population 
responses in Fig. 3.1d). The next two cells in the two middle rows are also each 
from a different monkey, except they both show higher firing rate for Targets-
FLASH trials (i.e., an inverted effect relative to the population average). Bottom 
cell is example from a Targets-ON and Targets-NONE experimental session and 
demonstrates the same effects seen in the population average. Plots are the 
same format as Fig. 3.1d, except the dotted line indicates Targets-NONE trials in 
bottom row. All cells make the cutoff criterion for strong persistent memory 
activity in the instructed saccade task except for the cell from Monkey J in 2nd 
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row, “j062810b” (but which does make the spatial selectivity criterion). (b) Single 
neuron examples of firing rateʼs inverse dependence on motion strength. Same 
neurons as in first column except for the plot in second row (which is labeled with 
a different single unit name). Plots are in the same format as the bottom row of 
Fig. 3.2. single neurons from each monkey that exhibit similar Targets-ON versus 
Targets-FLASH effects to what we observed in the population response (Fig. 
3.1d). The next two rows show single neurons from each monkey that exhibit 
effects opposite that of the population (FLASH > ON). The last row just shows a 
single neuron demonstrating the same effect as the full sample from the Targets-
NONE experiment.

4.4  Comparison of the weakest and strongest persistent 

activity cells

! In order to examine any blatant differences in population response 
between the cells with the weakest and strongest persistent memory activity, we 
plotted the neural response separately for the 20 cells with the strongest 
persistent memory activity (measured by percent of significantly spatially 
selective time bins during memory period, see Methods) (Fig 4.13b) and the 20 
cells with the weakest persistent memory activity (Fig 4.13a). Surprisingly, even 
the cells with the weakest persistent memory activity, when averaged together, 
appeared to maintain spatial selectivity across the memory delay (Fig 4.13a, left 
column). Also it is important to note the similarity of responses between the two 
groups in the decision-making period. The cells with the weakest persistent 
memory still show a ramping response during decision-making (Fig 4.13a, right 
column), and this response looks very similar to the response from the cells with 
the strongest persistent activity (Fig 4.13b, right column).The choice selectivity of 
response is maintained for both groups of cells throughout both tasks and all trial 
epochs, and in this way the two groups simultaneously output qualitatively
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Figure 4.13  Cells with the weakest and strongest persistent activity during 
the memory delay have same response general pattern, especially during 
decision-making epoch (area under gray bar). Normalized firing rate is plotted 
during the memory-guided saccade task (left column) and the decision task (right 
column) for (a), n = 20 cells with the weakest persistent activity (metric discussed 
in methods) during the memory delay in the memory-guided saccade task, and 
(b), n = 20 cells with strongest persistent memory activity. Normalization and 
plotting format is the same as Fig. 3.1. Decision-making epoch is determined 
from psychophysics in Fig. S3.1 (also discussed in text).

identical signals of choice. This analysis serves to further invalidate the notion 
that choice-selective activity in LIP during decision is confined only to cells with 
persistent memory activity in the instructed saccade task. This analysis also 
serves to illustrate that the property of persistent activity does not define a clear 
category of response, but rather constitutes part of a continuum. 
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4.5  Single-cell examples challenge theoretical link 

between persistent activity and ramping decision 
signals

! An earlier figure showed a cell with no persistent activity, but very selective 
choice-predictive signals during decision. Here (Fig. 4.14 below), we show that 
such neurons exist in each monkey, as well as their complement: Neurons with 
strong persistent activity, but no choice-predictive signals during decision. 
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Figure 4.14  Single neuron examples from each monkey show that 
persistent memory activity is dissociated from decision signals. Each row is 
a cell. Neurons in first and third rows have weak persistent activity and strong 
decision signals. Neurons in second and fourth rows have weak persistent 
activity and strong decision signals. First column shows the cellʼs response 
during the memory-guided saccade task (same format as Fig. 3.1c except firing 
rate is not normalized). Second column shows cellʼs response during the 
decision task (same format as Fig. 3.1d except firing rate is not normalized). 
Third column shows the cellʼs dependence on motion strength (same plotting 
format as the middle row of Fig. 3.2). (a)  Two single neuron examples from 
Monkey J. (b) Two single neuron examples from Monkey P.

! An even more extreme illustration of the disconnect between these two 
tasks is the finding that neurons with no pre-saccadic response selectivity in 
either instructed saccade task, which were “accidentally” recorded from and 
subsequently left out of all conventional analyses-- these neurons can show 
choice predictive signals. Although only two cells (one from each monkey) 
recorded from are in this usually unsampled population, one of them exhibited 
strong choice selective activity in the decision epoch (Fig. 4.15). This finding 
helps put a nail in the coffin of using the instructed saccade task to select 
neurons that will show choice-predictive signals. It illustrates that even if 
researchers dismiss persistent memory activity as a criterion, they still will miss 
neurons with decision signals if they employ even a minimal sampling criterion of 
selectivity in the instructed saccade task. Apparently, the only way to see if a cell 
will show decision signals is to directly test it.
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Figure 4.15  A neuron with no selectivity in the instructed saccade task 
shows a strong, choice-predictive response during decision. LEFT: This 
neuronʼs non-selective response is plotted during visually- and memory-guided 
saccade instructed saccade tasks. RIGHT: The same neuron shows a very 
selective response for the monkeyʼs eventual choice during decision in the 
motion direction discrimination task. Same plotting format as in Fig. 3.1 except 
that a 100 ms time bin sliding in increments of 1ms was used to compute the 
firing rate in the dots task (also done in Fig. 3.2).

4.6  Cell diversity: “Violate” response motifs from 

qualitative judgments

! Just as cells with no persistent activity nonetheless produce it in their 
collective activity, cells without conventional ramping responses nonetheless 
produce it in their collective activity during decision. Although this point was made 
earlier in Fig. 3.7a, here we further support this notion with a more qualitative 
analysis which illustrates how only a few neurons in our sample mimicked the 
conventional ramping decision signals of the population average. Furthermore, 
the analysis below is another way to categorize neural diversity.
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! Firing rate of an LIP cell is conventionally thought to ramp up and down for 
In and Out-RF choices respectively, thus reflecting evidence accumulation in 
favor of an In-RF choice. However, single cell responses rarely showed this. 
Although most neurons displayed responses that were selective during motion 
viewing, these responses usually had one or several quirks which violated the 
concept of a gradually ramping firing rate during decision formation. For example, 
a cell could have flat (instead of growing) selectivity during all of motion viewing, 
and hence look more like a sensory neuron tuned to a particular direction of 
motion (Fig. 4.16, plots under title “Flat”) instead of one accumulating motion 
evidence over time. Such a cell has a highly selective response during the 
decision epoch, and hence would register a high dʼ value on the Y axis in Fig. 3.5 
although the cell would not be exhibiting conventional ramping decision signals. 
Because these response quirks were repeatedly encountered across cells, we 
identified 7 violate response patterns (a different set of “response motifs” than 
shown in Fig. 3.7a), that occurred during motion viewing (Fig. 4.16). Here we 
present the results from two observers who independently categorized each of 
77 cells as having any of 7 response motifs (exact criteria used by observers is in 
Methods). Examples of motif responses from each monkey (that both observers 
judged as present in a cell) are shown in Fig. 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16  Several repeating response motifs within the LIP cell 
population (and between monkeys) during motion viewing contradict the 
idea that LIP cell responses reflect evidence accumulation by ramping. 
Beneath each response motif label is a single cell example (a row two-plots wide) 
from each monkey. The left plot of a cellʼs two plots shows the cellʼs firing rate 
during the memory-guided saccade task (same plotting format as in Fig. 4.15), 
and right plot shows the cellʼs firing rate during the motion discrimination task. 
Decision-making period is indicated by semi-transparent gray rectangle.
The plots show the following 7 cellular response motifs: “Flip”: spatial selectivity 
in the decision epoch is opposite the spatial selectivity later in motion or at the 
saccade; “Flat”: spatial selectivity is maintained by a constant, and not growing, 
difference between the firing rates of In and Out-RF choices. There is an initial 
steep slope of firing rate (<= 100 ms of firing rate change) in order to initially 
achieve spatial selectivity; “Late”: spatial selectivity emerges after after 400 ms of 
dot motion; “Early”: spatial selectivity emerges before 200 ms of dot motion; “Flat 
In-RF”:  spatial selectivity achieved by downward ramping of firing rate during 
Out-RF target choices while the the firing rate for In-RF target choices does not 
ramp up; “Down”: firing rate decreases with similar slope for both In- and Out-RF 
target choices during most of the decision epoch; “Up”: firing rate increases with 
similar slopes for both In- and Out-RF target choices during decision epoch. 
! Only correct, high motion strength trials (25.6% and 51.2% coherence 
trials) are plotted, and variability of firing rate from bootstrapping (100 times, 
middle 68% of values) is indicated the semi-transparent red/ green shading. 50 
ms time bins were used to compute firing rate in the left column for the memory-
guided saccade task, and a 100 ms running mean was used to compute firing 
rate in the right column for dot motion discrimination task. Cell j072110 did not 
pass criterion for spatial selectivity in the instructed saccade task, and is only 
included in the analysis of this figure as an example of a response motif in 
Monkey J-- who yielded only 14 spatially selective cells in the saccade task 
before a problem with his implant forced us to remove it. All cell examples were 
agreed upon as exhibiting the motif by observers MM and JH.

The majority of cells (56 cells, 72%) were agreed upon by both observers to have 
a violate response motif, and thus not show conventional ramping response. 
However, these violate cells indeed show conventional decision signals if their 
responses are combined into a population response (Fig. 4.17). Thus even a 
targeted cell sample of non-conventional responses still produces together 
conventional decision signals. This result suggests that the ramping decision 
signals observed in LIP are primarily an emergent network property rather than a 
property of single cells.
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Figure 4.17  Population 
response of violate 
motif neurons. Cells 
that do not show 
conventional decision 
signals individually still 
exhibit decision signals 
in their combined 
response. Only cells (n = 
55) that both observers 
judged as having a 
response motif during 
dot motion 
(unconventional 
response) are included in 
this figure. (a) 
Normalized firing rate 
(same format as Fig. 3.1) 
is plotted across time in 
the decision trial. (b) 
Decision signals of 
steeper ramping for 
higher motion strengths 
starting at ~300 ms after 
dot motion onset. The 
response during trials of 
In-RF target choices 
minus that of Out-RF 
choices is plotted across 
the decision epoch for 
each motion strength. 
Same plotting format as 
middle row of Fig. 3.2.

!
! Because only a few cells (8 cells,10%) were agreed upon by both 
observers to not show any violate response motifs, and thus had conventional 
ramping responses, we conclude that only a small minority of cells in LIP have 
conventional ramping decision signals on their own. The lighter color parts of the 
histograms in Fig. 4.18 indicate these conventionally ramping cells, and show
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Figure 4.18  Even cells that conventionally ramp during decision exhibit a 
wide range of persistent memory activity. Spatial selectivity (d prime values) 
of each cell (n = 77) during dot motion of the decision task (Targets-ON trials 
only) is plotted as a function of its selectivity during the memory delay period of 
the memory-guided saccade task (same format as Fig. 3.5b). Histograms of 
these selectivity values for all 77 cells are shown in the blue and red histograms, 
which are, respectively, counts of abscissa and ordinate values. Light color 
overlay on histograms represent the 8 cells that both observers judged as having 
conventional ramping decision signals (not having any of the violate dot motion 
motifs shown in Fig. 4.16). r2 = 0.11, p = 0.0030. Line of best fit is a Type II 
regression line so that variability of the values of both axes is considered in 
generating a line of best fit. 
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that even these cells exhibit a wide range of persistent memory activity from 0 to 
a strong dʼ over 6, with no apparent clustering. This result stresses the principle 
that an LIP cell with a conventional ramping response during decision-making 
can exhibit no, mediocre or strong persistent memory activity. It is also interesting 
to note that these conventionally ramping cells are not a tight cluster of the 
highest values on the y-axis because other cells with unconventional responses 
can also show highly choice-selective responses during decision-making.
! An additional, eighth response motif of abrupt lack of firing is shown in 
Fig. 4.19. This response pattern was only judged across cells by one observer, 
and did not necessarily occur during motion viewing. The two examples of this 
motif (in a neuron from each monkey) shown in Fig. 4.19 occur at the start of the 
memory period in the instructed saccade trials to the RF.
! It is important to note that these response motifs are not necessarily 
neuronal types because these characteristic signals are present in cells in 
different combinations. For example, the cell used to illustrate the “Flip” response 
motif in Monkey J (Fig. 4.16) is also agreed upon by both observers to show the 
“Early” response motif. Although we do not make the case for exact neuronal 
types based on response motifs here, we do believe it is altogether possible that 
further work and analysis could reveal lawful conjunctions or linkage between 
response motifs in single LIP cells, hence establishing the basis for neuronal 
types. One is tempted to consider such lawful conjunctions when noticing that, 
for example, the cellular examples of the “Flat” response motif in Fig. 4.16 are 
also judged by both observers to exhibit the “Early” response motif. Another 
potential non-coincident is that both cells (one from each monkey) shown in Fig. 
4.19 as examples of the response motif of staccato periods of no spiking are the 
exact same cells shown in Fig. 4.16 as good examples of the “Down” response 
motif. In sum, whether the simultaneous presence of response motifs within a cell 
translates to lawful linkages of response properties (more carefully defined, e.g., 
quantitatively) remains for future work to determine.
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Figure 4.19  Abrupt period of no spiking occurs in some cells at the start of 
the memory period in the memory-guided saccade task. (a), Example neuron 
from Monkey J and (b), from Monkey P. Top rows of (a) and (b) show firing rate 
(25 ms time bins) of each cell during the memory delay in the memory-guided 
saccade task. Same plotting schema as in Fig. 3.1. Second and third rows of (a) 
and (b) are raster plots which show spike times on each trial across the same 
time time period for In- (green marks) and Out-RF (red marks) instructed 
saccades.  Black arrows point to no-spiking period (150 ms after target offset).
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4.7  Cell locations

! Neurons that were spatially selective to a quantitative criterion (see 
Methods) in either the visual- or memory-guided saccade task spanned several 
recording positions (Fig. 4.20a) within the right hemisphere of Monkey P and left 
hemisphere of Monkey J. The mean recording depth across all recordings was 

4,136 (SD 2,544) micrometers down. 

4.8  Response properties during instructed saccades

! A venn diagram (Fig. 4.20b) shows the response properties of the same 
population of neurons during visual- and memory-guided saccade tasks. In order 
to relate to past literature, we biased our recordings to amass a significant 
amount of data from cells with persistent memory activity. On on all recording 
sessions we aimed to record from cells spatially selective in the instructed 
saccade task.
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Figure 4.20  Recording 
locations and response 
properties in instructed 
saccades. (a) Recording 
locations of 77 cells spatially 
selective in the instructed 
saccade task. The coordinates 
of successful recording 
locations within the recording 
chamberʼs grid are marked by 
black circles. The number of 
cells recorded from Monkey Pʼs 
right hemisphere and Monkey 
Jʼs left hemisphere are shown, 
respectively, in the top left and 
lower right halves of each black 
circle. (b) 77 cells spatially 
selective to a quantitative 
criterion (see Methods) during 
the instructed saccade task are 
put in a venn diagram to show 
what number and percentage 
of them were selective in the 
visual (“Visual”), memory delay 
(“Delay”), and saccade 
(“Motor”) epochs. 
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Chapter 5: DISCUSSION

5.1! Technical summary of results

! Our results show that decision signals in LIP are are 1) mixed with 
decision-irrelevant, visual signals and 2) not produced by persistently active, 
conventionally ramping cells, but rather by neurons with diverse but 
categorizable response dynamics.
! The visual signals have substantial magnitudes relative to the decision-
related activity that has previously received so much emphasis. These visual 
signals are evident by the changes in overall response level (Targets-ON versus 
Targets-FLASH; Figs. 3.1d, S3.2, S3.3) and even in coherence-dependent 
signals (inverted nondirectional signal; Figs. 3.2, 3.3c). They also persist for long 
time periods so that even responses at the time of the saccade could be affected 
by visual manipulations that occurred hundreds of milliseconds earlier in the trial. 
Furthermore, these effects are obvious in single neurons (Figs. 3.4, S3.5, 4.12, 
4.14). The presence of these visual signals reveals that the overall level of LIP 
response is not a pure reflection of the level of accumulated sensory evidence 
thresholded for a target choice. Even attempting to just decode the future binary 
eye movement decision from LIP spiking can be  ridden with error due to 
“polluting” visual signals (Fig 4.10). These data show that instead of representing 
a pure decision variable for the next eye movement, LIP neurons carry an 
interacting mixture of decision signals and decision-irrelevant visual 
signals.!
! Decision signals in LIP have until now been assumed to be produced by 
neurons with persistent memory activity that have ramping responses during 
decision-making. However, our results show that both of these assumptions are 
false. Neurons exhibit choice-predictive responses (a higher firing rate on trials 
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where the monkey later made a saccade to the target in the RF) regardless of 
persistent memory activity. Conversely, even neurons with strong persistent 
activity can lack choice-predictive responses (Figs. 3.5, 4.14, 4.15). 
! The choice-predictive responses in LIP also are very rarely in the form of a 
gradual ramping (overlay in Fig. 4.18). Therefore most neuronal responses in 
LIP are inconsistent with the the neural signature of evidence accumulation as it 
is currently understood. Rather, the vast majority of neurons exhibit diverse, 
stereotyped response patterns, or “motifs” during decision formation (Figs. 3.6a, 
4.16). 
! Although single cell response motifs are qualitatively different from one 
another, combining them into a population response produces a ramping 
response which appears to gradually ramp according to the monkeyʼs decision 
(Figs. 3.6b, 4.17). Thus we conclude that the ramping response, interpreted for 
many years as a correlate of decision formation, is primarily an emergent 
property of the population average response rather than of single cells. In its 
place, our data reveal the diverse forms of decision signals in LIP.!

5.2  Expansive relevance of results 

The meaning of persistent memory activity

! The discovery of neurons that would respond to a memory trace for 
several seconds (Fuster and Alexander, 1971), instead of just transiently 
responding to sensory stimuli or muscle movements, was fascinating. It 
suggested that experimentalists had found neurons responsible for the biological 
mystery of higher cognition. The long responses independent of the immediate 
physical world reflected a cognitive state of the animal, whose conscious mind 
suddenly was observable. The focus on such neurons in LIP was, however, 
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overextended in the realm of decision-making research, because the oft-
overlooked, remainder LIP neurons show decision formation signals as well.
! Our data show that this persistent memory activity is not, as assumed for 
so long, the same memory used to accumulate evidence for a decision. This is a 
significant finding, as the practice of recording only from cells with persistent 
memory activity is standard methodology (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; 2001; 
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Janssen and Shadlen, 
2005; Balan et al., 2008; Churchland et al., 2008; Kiani et al., 2008; Gottlieb et al. 
2009; Kiani et al., 2009; Hanks et al., 2011; Bennur and Gold, 2011; Law and 
Gold, 2008; only cells with persistent activity during visually-guided saccades: 
Sugrue et al., 2004; Rorie et al., 2010; includes cells between persistent memory 
activity cells of a penetration: Freedman and Assad, 2006; Falkner et al., 2010).  
This finding indicates that this standard practice must change, along with the 
underlying theory of how ramping decision signals come to exist in LIP (Mazurek 
et al., 2003). 
! The current mechanistic understanding of LIP decision signal is now quite 
suspect due to the weak relationship between persistent memory activity and 
decision signals among cells. A weak relationship means that the cellular 
memory shown by persistent activity is not, like previously thought, enabling the 
cell accumulate sensory evidence over time. For example, our data show it is not 
a physical rule that a cell with strong memory shows steep ramping responses 
(e.g., Fig. 4.14). Until now, such a cell would have been assumed to ramp 
steeply, because its strong memory would allow it to retain evidence by virtue of 
persistent response to sensory inputs presented at sequential moments in time. 
Conversely, our data show it is also not a rule that a cell with poor memory show 
poor ramping (e.g., Fig. 4.14). This change in our understanding of LIP neurons 
alters not just the basic methodology of how research will be conducted in the 
future (with wider or even nonselective sampling of neurons for study), but also 
alters the experimental questions asked. Now we must wonder anew how 
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decision signals might arise in LIP cells. Or even, as discussed below, what 
decision signals in LIP are.
! With respect to persistent memory activity as a phenomenon unto itself, 
these data diminish its import. Individual LIP neurons lacking persistent memory 
activity could still produce a persistent signal across a memory delay in their 
combined response (Figs. S37, 4.13). Granted, it is somewhat of an intuitive 
finding that cells with slight selectivity in overlapping time windows together yield 
persistent selective activity. However, this analysis raises doubt that strong 
persistent activity of single cells is ever required. Rather, the responsibility for 
maintaining a signal in working memory may be chiefly distributed across the 
network as a network property (recurrent connections between neurons: Hebb, 
1949; Fuster, 1995). 
! Even across a network, it is unknown whether strong, persistent spiking 
activity is necessary for working memory. For example, Martinez-Garcia et al. 
(2011) considers how low levels of persistent activity might be highly functional, 
and Mongillo et al. (2008) explores working memory without spiking by virtue of 
calcium-facilitated synapses. Although such notions are intriguing, further causal 
tests in various brain areas with persistent activity are needed to explain the 
emergence and functional contribution of persistent memory activity (addressed 
in Future Work). But as far as its contribution to decision signals in single LIP 
neurons, it is clearly not a meaningful factor.

A decision variable in the visual signals 

! Our data have shown that decision-irrelevant visual signals are 
represented in LIP spike rate throughout decision-making. Importantly, our 
observation of these visual signals occurred during the task originally (and often 
thereafter) used to observe decision signals in LIP (Shadlen and Newsome, 
1996; 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; Janssen and 
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Shadlen, 2005;  Freedman and Assad, 2006; Hanks et al., 2006
(microstimulating); Churchland et al., 2008; Law and Gold, 2008; Kiani et al., 
2008; Kiani et al., 2009; Rorie et al., 2010; Hanks et al.,2011; Bennur and Gold, 
2011; Meister et al., in preparation). Therefore even in a classic, well-controlled 
task for studying LIP, visual responses are present, and prevent spike rate from 
being interpreted as a neat saccadic decision variable. 
!   The disconnect between a decision variable and LIP response is most 
evident from the point of view of an downstream neuron. If this neuron were 
waiting for a certain high level of input from LIP to indicate an eye movement, 
such as LIP would send at the hypothetical decision bound, then the neuron 
might never trigger, trigger late, or trigger the wrong movement. This is because 
the visual signals change LIP response to be higher or lower in a way dissociated 
from the choice. Hence the downstream neuron does not receive a simple motor 
instruction from LIP.
! The conventional notion of a decision bound in LIP is also challenged 
because response levels of the two conditions (Targets-ON and Targets-FLASH) 
never converge to the same level (Fig. 2.1d) yet the evidence-based saccade 
happens regardless. Decisions can therefore be made without this definitive 
convergence point (i.e., the common firing rate reached before the saccade by all 
trial types in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6). 
! But perhaps most damaging to the interpretation of LIP response as an 
eye movement decision variable is that the presence of visual signals confuses a 
classic decoder (Britten et al.,1992; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001) to make 
predictions of eye movement even below chance levels (Fig. 4.10). These results 
illustrate that attempting to describe the relationship between LIP response and a 
decision variable is not straightforward. LIP neurons represent many decision-
irrelevant (although potentially behaviorally relevant in a natural context) stimuli.
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Normalization of response
! One way to attempt to understand the visual signals in LIP is 
normalization. Our data validates the idea that the response of an LIP cell is 
reduced, or divisively normalized, by the excitatory drive to other parts of LIP. The 
amplitude of the fast, transient visual response to the appearance of a target in 
the RF is smaller if another target appears outside the RF at the same time. 
Specifically, the response amplitude is almost twice as big in instructed saccade 
trials than it is in the decision trials (Fig. 4.11). The only difference between the 
visual stimuli of the two trial types at that time point, at the trialʼs beginning, is the 
presence of the second target in the decision trials. 
! This reduction in LIP response accompanying the presence of other visual 
stimuli is not new. Thomas and Pare (2007) selected visually responsive LIP cells 
for study with the visually-guided saccade task, and then recorded during 
instructed saccades to a target within an array of distractors. They found that LIP 
response to a visual stimulus in the RF was higher to a target presented alone 
than when it was presented within an array. 
! Falkner et al. (2010) also found evidence for visual normalization in LIP 
neurons. Cellular visual responses were measured in a 30-300 ms time window 
after a task-irrelevant visual probe flashed (< 50 ms) in the RF. During these 
measurements, the monkey was making visually-guided saccades to locations all 
over the visual field. Results echoed Thomas and Pare (2007), and showed that 
the response to a visual stimulus in the RF was lower when both visual stimuli 
(the probe and the saccadic target) were on the screen than when only the RF 
probe was present (the monkey passively fixating during such measurements). 
The visual response to the RF probe was greater, however, when the saccadic 
target and probe were less than 10 degrees apart. This latter finding 
demonstrates the excitatory RF center where additional visual stimuli further 
excite the cell, and is on par with general estimates of LIP RF size (Ben Hamed 
et al., 2001). 
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! The other interesting result of this experiment was the wide nature of the 
surround suppression. They did not find that LIP neurons were most suppressed 
by stimuli in a limited, adjacent region of space around the RF, like happens in 
the classical receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells and primary visual cortex 
cells. Rather, visual response to the RF probe, and baseline activity, decreased 
as a function of the distance between the saccadic target and the excitatory RF 
boundary. On average, this suppression reached its greatest level when the 
saccadic target was just outside the excitatory RF boundary (~12 degrees away 
from the RF center), and then remained at about that level for distances of up to 
50 degrees. Furthermore, although neurons did not display the same exact 
shape of suppressive surround, there was no surprising, particular shape in 
common across neurons except radial symmetry (a circle). This is congruent with 
measures of the excitatory RF by Ben Hamed et al. (2001), where LIP RFʼs were 
found to be generally gaussian and symmetric with an average width of about 13 
degrees. Together, these results illustrate that the visual response of an LIP cell 
is reduced by additional visual stimuli outside of the excitatory RF across a huge 
swath of the visual field, and likely reflects of a process of divisive normalization 
(Carandini and Heeger, 2011).
! Normalization of LIP response may also occur through the learned value 
of the visual stimuli. In the above experiment by Falkner et al. (2010), visual 
responses to a saccadic target in the RF were higher when the fixation point 
color had previously cued the monkey that completion of the saccade would  
result in a bigger reward. Complementarily, the visual response to a flashed 
probe in the RF was lower on big-reward trials when the monkey planned a 
saccade outside the excitatory RF. 
! This change in LIP response based on the reward value of the visual 
stimuli has been explicitly mapped onto a computation of divisive normalization 
as well (Louie et al., 2011). In that work, the value of the saccadic target in the 
RF was manipulated relative to other potential saccadic targets. The monkey 
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learned the different reward value of the targets (indicated by their color) through 
conditioning. At the beginning of trial, the targets would appear, but the monkey 
could not saccade to the rewarded target until the fixation point changed to a 
color matching the rewarded target. Measuring neural response during this pre-
saccadic period showed that reward modulated LIP response in an orderly 
fashion. The visual response to a target appearing in the RF was modulated by 
the reward value the monkey had been conditioned to associate with it (similar 
results in Platt and Glimcher, 1999 and Sugrue et al., 2004). However, the same 
reward size (e.g., a given amount of juice) could elicit different responses from 
the neuron because response magnitude depended on the relative reward value 
of the RF target to the other targets on the screen. Specifically, the firing rate of 
an LIP neuron to a target could be predicted by dividing the RF target value by 
the sum of all the target values on the screen. LIP response is therefore 
normalized by both the surface features and the learned value of visual stimuli 
across space and across time.
! Other oculomotor brain areas also display wide-field normalization with 
additional visual stimuli. For example, neurons in the SC (Basso and Wurtz, 
1998; Li et al., 2006) and FEF (Joiner et al., 2008) also show this property. 
Interestingly, Joiner et al. (2008) showed that visual normalization exists in the 
visual anticipatory remapping responses of FEF. Anticipatory remapping is the 
phenomenon in which a visually-responsive neuron starts responding just before 
a saccade to a visual stimulus not currently in the RF, but that will be in the RF 
after the saccade is made. Sommer and Wurtz (2002) showed that anticipatory 
remapping in the FEF was dependent on a (likely motor corollary of the 
upcoming saccade) signal sent back to cortex from brainstem motor structures, 
and that this pathway was behaviorally relevant for saccade planning (2004). 
Hence it makes sense that LIP, the brain area where anticipatory remapping was 
first discovered (Duhamel et al., 1992; for timing see Kusunoki and Goldberg, 
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2003), would also show reduced amplitude of its anticipatory mapping visual 
responses in the presence of additional visual stimuli. 
! One particular finding of visual signal in FEF is especially relevant to our 
data. Ding and Gold (2011) recently reported that FEF neurons, like LIP neurons 
in our sample, exhibit nondirectional coherence dependence. Their recordings 
from FEF neurons during a motion-direction discrimination task revealed that a 
minority of neurons (16 / 95) had activity that modulated to the unsigned motion 
strength during decision. Especially of interest was the fact that a subset of these 
cells (6 / 16 cells)  exhibited a nondirectional coherence dependence that was 
inverted, and thus showed greater amounts of spiking for lower motion strengths. 
These cells, with nondirectional, inverse coherence dependence, simultaneously 
signaled choice (their Figure 7a). This particular pattern of activity looks exactly 
like what we observed in LIP, where neurons multiplexed choice signals with 
visual signals of inverted, nondirectional coherence dependence. Although this 
particular activity was only in a small number of cells in their sample, its import is 
enhanced in light of our data. Because we are the first to report that LIP neurons 
show inverse, nondirectional coherence dependence mixed with choice signals, 
this finding in FEF is a replication of our result in an associated brain structure. 
One explanation for these signals is that lower response to stronger motion 
outside the RF is another type of visual normalization (amplified in our data by 
recent stimulation of the RF).

Other visual signals
! LIP response has also been examined for other types of visual signals. 
For example, several experiments have tested LIP neurons for coding of the 
shape of visual stimulus (Sereno and Maunsell, 1998; Sereno and Amador, 2005; 
Janssen et al., 2008). Although all these experiments show differential response 
in a subset of LIP neurons to different shapes in the RF, it is not simple to control 
for visual effects in these highly visually response neurons. Nonetheless, a single 
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neuron example showing selectivity for a given shape no matter where it is 
presented, and not for other shapes, is very compelling evidence that such LIP 
neurons can be shape-tuned (see Figure 4 of Sereno and Amador, 2006). 
! Another visual signal sought out in LIP response is direction tuning. This 
was done despite the fact that early work showed a 0% coherence motion 
stimulus elicited different neural responses based on the monkeyʼs choice 
(Figure 2 of Shadlen and Newsome, 1996). However, exhaustive testing of 
neural responses to a strong motion stimulus in the RF (during passive fixation) 
did yield some affirmation to the test. Some neurons unquestionably modulated 
their activity in accord with the direction of motion (see Figure 2 of Fanini and 
Assad, 2009). 
! A similar but unexpected result came from Bennur and Gold (2011), where 
LIP neurons were recorded from in a unique motion-direction discrimination 
paradigm. In their task, the decision had to be made before the monkey could 
plan his motor response for indicating the decision. Specifically, the monkey had 
to discriminate whether the motion was rightwards or leftwards, and then, when 
the saccadic Choice Targets changed color later, he could saccade to the red 
target to indicate rightward motion (or the green target for leftwards). Although 
the motion stimulus was not in the RF, and the Choice Targets were on a vertical 
axis (with one of Choice Targets in the RF), some neurons again coded motion 
direction. Whether this motion direction selectivity equates to evidence 
accumulation is questionable (see their Figure 7a), but it is clear that a subset of 
LIP neurons did reflect the direction of visual motion independent of the saccade. 
A final, unexpected finding was also that neurons sometimes were selective for 
the target color (and 80% of those were selective for a red target in their RF).

Conclusion about multiplexing
! Despite the preponderance of visual signals multiplexed in LIP neuron 
responses, there still exists a compelling response pattern that looks like decision 
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formation. The experimental literature that interprets LIP response as a decision 
variable encompasses some impressive, standalone findings (Huk and Shadlen, 
2005; Yang and Shadlen 2007). In fact, there has even been a push for a purer 
interpretation of LIP response as a decision variable independent of decision 
response modality (Freedman and Assad, 2011). 
! To test whether LIP signaled not an eye movement as much as it signaled 
categorical decisions, Freedman and Assad (2006) recorded from LIP during a 
motion-direction discrimination experiment that forced the monkey to make a 
binary decision without planning an eye movement. Instead, a strong motion 
stimulus in one of twelve directions was displayed in the RF, and the monkey 
indicated his decision of whether the direction was towards one or another side 
of a learned category boundary with a lever press. Just like the results of Bennur 
and Gold (2011), results showed some neurons existed that signaled the 
“decision” (which was a perception of motion direction) despite no developing 
oculomotor plan. Again, the neural coding was for a motion direction and not 
clearly evidence accumulation. However, they showed that some neurons were 
selective for motion direction that were tuned sharply at the category boundary 
(i.e., higher responses for motion directions in one category). The authors thus 
posited an even more pure link between LIP response and a decision variable; 
they posited that LIP neurons could represent decision formation even without 
any associated motor plan.
! In sum, LIP neurons undoubtedly show decision signals, but those signals 
are mixed with decision-irrelevant visual signals and many other signals. So the 
question arises how LIP decision signals might be read out by other brain areas 
downstream, where an eye movement decision (or lever press decision, or 
episodic event memory) would need to be meaningful. One potential way to 
approach this question is network diversity: It is probable that different LIP cell 
types exist, and that they send output to different places, within and outside of 
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LIP. Knowing which LIP signals are sent where is an obligatory next step 
(discussed in Future Work).  

The biological rule of diversity

! A very novel result of our work is our presentation of distinct, repeating 
response patterns, or “motifs”, among LIP neurons. Although some researchers 
made some attempts at characterizing response properties across the population 
outside of the decision-making paradigm (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Barash et 
al., 1991; Colby et al., 1996; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Powell and Goldberg, 2000; 
Ben Hamed  and Duhamel, 2002; Premereur et al., 2011), these 
characterizations of response across LIP neurons were more simplistic, 
thresholded categories (akin to the venn diagram in Fig. 4.20b). Here, we show 
continuous temporal dynamics of single-neuron responses, and point out that 
these temporal dynamics are response motifs because they repeat across the 
population and monkeys. Furthermore, we show that obvious ramping response 
motif cells donʼt necessarily reflect evidence accumulation (while non-ramping 
cells can). We also illustrate that these qualitatively different cellular responses 
combine to produce the conventional, ramping decision signals for which LIP is 
famous. Uncombined, however, is how these diverse response motifs should be 
scrutinized, because they are the surprising components of LIPʼs decision 
signals.
! If other parts of the nervous system and biological systems in general 
serve as our guide to LIP, then diversity is meaningful. The form of the response, 
like the physical form of proteins in living creatures, is a crucial clue to function. 
For example, cell types can be distinguished by their morphologies (e.g., magno 
versus parvocellular ganglion neurons in the retina, or Purkinje versus Golgi 
neurons in the cerebellum), which are yoked to their unique functional, 
electrophysiological properties. Such yoked properties of a given cell type can be 
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its unique set of inputs and outputs, expressed genes, or passive membrane 
response properties. The pervasiveness and segregation of cell types within 
biological systems offer scientists an extremely useful tool for figuring out how 
the component signaling elements (cells in this case) fit together into a functional 
system. 
! An appreciation of this rule of motifs in nature is evident in the the 
commonplace use of this term in biological literature. Wide usage is 
understandable due to the import of patterned components of biological systems. 
In work on receptor trafficking during eyelid conditioning, Keifer and Houk (2011) 
generally describe the prevalence of motifs across biological systems:
! Biological networks are constructed of repeated simplified patterns called 
! network motifs (Alon, 2007). These building block networks have their own 
! limited information processing capacity and combine to build larger more 
! complex systems. Network motifs can be found in a variety of organisms 
! including bacteria, yeast, plants, and animals, as well as intracellular 
! transcription networks for gene expression and signal transduction 
! processes in neuronal circuits of interest here. That biological systems 
! follow general rules is not new.

The rule of motif existence in biology makes it no stretch of the imagination to 
view LIP like the rest of living substance-- as comprised of motifs. Therefore the 
search for cell types is fertile ground for continued work. Our findings of repetitive 
and distinct response motifs across the cell population should serve as a 
reassuring starting point for such research.
! Response motifs in LIP also lead to a new consideration of if, and how, 
LIP signals contribute to decisions. A surprising result was that only a small 
minority (~10 percent) of cells have responses that conventionally ramp during 
decision formation. Also, accumulation signals are not always found in all 
conventionally ramping cells. But, evidence accumulation signals can be found in 
an array of diverse, unconventional response motifs. Taken together, these 
results demonstrate that LIP decision signals are in a far different format than 
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dogma suggests (Park et al., in preparation). Conventional ramping response is 
no longer the signature of decision formation in single LIP neurons.

! Although the DDM has been useful in interpreting LIP response, our 

results imply that a straightforward neural correlate of a decision variable is not 
present in LIP firing rates. Instead of ramping conventionally like the DDM 
decision variable, decision signals exist in diverse response forms in single 
neurons. In standard plots of neural response, LIP responses often in no way 
resemble ramping to a bound, yet exhibit responses dependent on accumulated 
evidence. This result opens up a new conversation of what form decision signals 
take in the brain. 
! If the decision signals embedded in diverse single neuron responses are 
the ones used to produce behavior, then once again, the question arises of how 
these responses are read out by downstream motor structures. A viewpoint 
congruent with these data and the biological rule of motifs is that LIP cells 
accomplish evidence integration in a cooperative network where each cell plays 
a small role. This solution would allow a distributed use of neural resources. Also, 
evidence accumulation distributed across cells would be in accord with literature 
showing that single neurons are less sensitive than the monkey (i.e., behavior is 
more sensitive than single sensory neurons (Cohen and Newsome, 2009)). 
! Importantly, just as with cell types in other brain areas, the output 
projections sent by a cell with a given response motif may be unique. Different 
projections among cells means that averaging responses together across cells 
yields a functionally irrelevant, amalgam population response. Perhaps ramping 
response in LIP is a functionally irrelevant vestige from averaging together the 
diverse responses of cells with altogether different output projections. However, 
because the averaged, ramping LIP response has been so highly interpretable in 
the DDM framework, and has proved relatively robust over the years in 
explaining behavior, we do not claim that the conventional ramping emergent in 
the population response is invalid. Rather, it seems probable that since the 
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signals in LIP integrate over such a wide spatiotemporal range, output could 
subserve an entire spectrum of sensorimotor functions. A vast range of 
anatomical projections from posterior parietal cortex (Selemon and Rakic, 1988) 
buttress this viewpoint. Fortunately, parsing this complex system seems like a 
feasible task (discussed below in Future Work) when we consider how response 
motifs provide a new, informative template for deconstructing LIP. 

5.3  Future work

Observing natural signals 

! One lacking component in much of neuroscience research, including in 
LIP experiments, is use of more natural tasks in experimental design (Geisler, 
2008). Several approaches to experimental design that are more naturalistic are 
discussed below.
! How we observe eye movement responses is an obvious conflict with  
natural behavior. In natural viewing conditions, eye movements are made at a 
rate much faster (3 to 5 times a second) than occurs during neurophysiological 
observations (Findlay and Gilchrist, 2003). If our experimental results held true in 
the context of a natural task, then eye movement would be impossible to extract 
from LIP. This impossibility is because visual signal dominates the choice 
response for the first several hundred milliseconds of a trial. 
! However, although visual signals can overwhelm the eye movement 
signals in LIP, itʼs still valid practice to study LIP during eye movements. Not only 
is it apparent that LIP neurons will most often signal eye movement robustly, but 
inactivation of LIP by muscimol causes monkeys to neglect saccadic targets in 
the contralesional visual field (Wardak et al., 2002). Also, LIP neurons that project 
to the saccadic motor center of the superior colliculus (SC) project to the deep 
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(motor) layers of the SC rather than the superficial layers that have visual 
responses (Pare and Wurtz, 1997). Additionally, stimulating LIP can result in eye 
movements (Shibutani et al.,1984; Constantin et al., 2010). Despite all this 
evidence suggesting a causal role for LIP in generating eye movements, we have 
yet to observe of LIP activity in free-viewing conditions on natural images. 
Therefore it is unknown if LIP signals eye movements in less controlled, more 
natural tasks.  
! The artificial nature of current work, where a monkey views perfect circles 
and squares in the dark while withholding any eye movement, potentially puts the 
system into a far different state than its normal operation. Observed neural 
signals may be unnatural vestiges of the imposed task. Although we are not 
technologically advanced enough to observe neural activity and relevant 
correlates while a monkey freely behaves in the forest, it is possible to attempt 
more ecologically constrained experiments. For example, when a monkey was 
permitted to freely view visual stimuli during recordings in the well-studied area of 
the entorhinal cortex, grid cells were accidentally discovered as being activated 
when the monkeyʼs fixations landed at certain, regularly spaced locations in the 
visual scene (Killian et al., in preparation, and personal communication). In a 
much less accidental success, Phillips and Segraves (2010) studied anticipatory 
remapping in the frontal eye fields (FEF) while a monkey viewed natural scenes 
and after initial central fixation, freely made eye movements in search of a small, 
black fly, that resulted in a reward when foveated. The experimental design in 
these studies, that allowed for unrestrained eye movements and natural scenes, 
bolsters the reliability of their results as reflecting normal signals of the system. 
The same experiments in LIP would, for the same reason, be very informative. 
! Another element of the natural mode to consider in future LIP work is 
whole-body coordination of motor responses. There is good reason to be 
concerned that a giant swath of behavioral correlates to neural signals is 
unobservable in experiments with a head-stabilized animal. For example, 
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although the very name of the brain area FEF (ʻfrontal eye fields”) is born of its 
supposed tight relationship with saccade generation, Corneil et al. (2010) 
showed that stimulation of FEF resulted in neck muscle contractions at lower 
stimulation levels than that needed to evoke a saccade, and with even faster 
latencies. This result illustrates how for many years, a major output of a heavily 
studied (and microstimulated) brain area was unknown, due to the artificial 
behavioral constraints imposed in the laboratory. Although it was technologically 
feasible to record neural activity in head unrestrained monkeys previously, what 
most delayed this important discovery was a lack of consideration of natural 
behavior, where eyes often move with the head to orient gaze. In fact, Monteon 
et al. (2010) showed that stimulation of FEF in a head-free animal resulted in 
gaze shifts (head with eye movement) with the natural parameters of voluntary 
gaze shifts (the evoked eye and head movements obeyed Listingʼs Law). 
 ! Interestingly, Constantin et al. (2009) found that stimulating LIP in a head-
free monkey did not produce gaze shifts like it did in FEF, a major output area of 
LIP. Rather, LIP stimulation only produced saccades, and, because no head 
movement accompanied these eye movements, the evoked eye movements 
violated Listingʼs Law (i.e., larger peripheral saccades were not followed by a 
head movement to lower the torque in the eye muscles). A straightforward 
interpretation of this result is that LIP output is more entrenched in the fast, 
saccadic-orienting (as opposed to slower neck-orienting) system, and remains 
unyoked to neck motion for advantageously fast, specialized coding of the next 
eye movement. Neck and eye movements are not (and should not be) lawfully 
yoked together for every orienting response, as faster saccadic orienting allows 
new objects of interest to be foveated without waiting for, or expending energy 
on, a neck movement. 
! Another factor to reconcile with natural decision-making is the 
implementation of a decision bound. The decision bound in LIP response is 
posited to be a certain high level activity synonymous with the intention to 
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saccade to the RF (originally: Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; most recently: 
Hanks et al., 2011). However, illustrating a bound has never been straightforward 
in cortical activity alone (Fig. 1.6) or modeling exercises. Using discrete spike 
times on a single trial to extract the bound-crossing times of a continuous 
decision variable produces a very noisy correlation with behavior (i.e., Fig. 7 in 
Kiani et al., (2008)), and maybe better resolved with multiunit recordings (also a 
current project in the lab). However, even with a smoothed signal of LIP 
population activity, the neural response still lacks a clear bound correlate due to a 
conflation of the decision bound and the saccadic burst in reaction-time tasks 
(Figs. 1.5-6), as well as disparate levels of delay-period activity in non-reaction-
time tasks (ramping during delay in Fig. 3.1d). Also, disparate levels of activity 
for RF saccades exist. For example, pointing to a decision bound in Fig. 3.1d is 
difficult because the neural activity during Targets-FLASH trials does not match 
the activity during Targets-ON trials anywhere near the same time point. A very 
similar neural response can also be seen in Rorie et al., 2010 before an RF 
saccade. In that data, the response level where the monkey is cued that there 
will be a low reward never reaches the response level of trials where the monkey 
is cued that there will be a high reward (their Fig. 3). 
! However, bounds clearly exist in the nervous system. Individual neurons 
spatially and temporally sum voltage signals to a threshold for the all-or-none 
response of an action potential. Also, saccadic eye movements are of a sudden 
nature, and surely arise from a motor bound in the brain stem burst generator 
(BBG directly synapses on the eye muscles) (Hopp and Fuchs, 2004). But 
figuring out whether this bound is represented in a level of LIP activity 
somewhere between ramping and a saccadic burst becomes an even thornier 
issue when considering natural tasks. In unrestrained, natural activity, there is a 
constant stream of input and output through the nervous system. This suggests 
that even if we instruct a subject to indicate a motor decision only upon delivery 
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of a cue, her potentially streaming motor decision might naturally “leak” into the 
muscles before her large, overt movement. 
! In support of this intuition, a recently published study by Selen et al. (2012) 
showed that indeed, forced binary decisions (i.e., two Choice Targets) do leak to 
the periphery in the form of motor preparatory activity. In that experiment, 
electromyographic (EMG) recordings were made from the bicep muscles while 
subjects used a joystick to report their choice in a motion-direction discrimination 
task. The cue for the subjects to indicate their choice was the simultaneous 
vanishing of the motion stimulus (which ranged in duration) and a small 
motorized movement of the joystick, which elicited the stretch reflex in the 
subject. The EMG recordings showed that the gain of the reflex muscle 
contraction looked like evidence accumulation; it was dependent on the direction, 
strength, and duration of motion viewing. In fact, a plot of the the gain of the EMG 
response as a function of motion-viewing duration for different coherence values 
looks like a cartoon of classic LIP ramping responses during decision formation 
(their Figure 4). This motor leak therefore resembled a decision variable as well.
! A very important aspect of these data is the time frame for observing this 
motor leak. The EMG responses started to resemble a decision variable as early 
as 250 ms after motion onset. This temporal boundary is of note because it is on 
average when we first start to observe decision signals in LIP in a practically 
identical task in our monkey subjects. Furthermore, the time frame for evidence 
accumulation by human subjects in this study, as evidenced by their behavioral 
performance, was very similar, if not slower, than monkey subjects (an upper limit 
of ~500 ms). The motor signals observed in the muscle therefore showed “pre-
decisional” decision signals, and suggest a reinterpretation of putative cortical 
decision signals with respect to behavior.
! This result is intuitive when one considers how fast an organism normally 
responds to environmental stimuli. Appropriate motor responses to environmental 
stimuli are usually not delayed, as behavior is constantly occurring, with billions 
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of motor neurons potentially available (and responsible) for posturing the body in 
some way every millisecond in time. When viewing the natural state of the 
nervous system as constantly streaming input and output, the long, imposed 
delays before a motor response in experimental tasks (like our task and Selen et 
al. (2012)) seem like trying to impose a dam on naturally streaming motor output 
to waiting muscles. Hence it makes sense that motor signal would “leak” into the 
waiting “pipeline” (Resulaj et al., 2009). 
! The existence of “decision variable” signals in peripheral muscles as early 
(or before!) they are on average present in LIP suggests that 1) there is no 
specific high level of LIP activity necessary for motor output based on 
accumulated evidence and 2) that LIP is not involved in the computation of 
accumulated evidence. But also, the results above are not final proof, and it is 
still altogether possible that a subset of LIP neurons do accumulate evidence and 
have decision bounds, or that the speed of the saccadic system affords it a 
slower functioning evidence accumulation process than the skeletal system. 
Perhaps neighboring neurons in the parietal reach region that code for reaches, 
or neurons in the anterior parietal area that code for grasp, would be good places 
to assay for signals of evidence accumulation that precede “smart” (sensitive to 
visual motion) skeletal muscle signals. 
! Finding a fixed latency between an increment of LIP activity and 
subconscious motor preparatory activity in skeletal muscle (perhaps the neck 
muscles) would be a meaningful result. This latter case would land researchers 
again interpreting LIP responses as ramping to a bound, except the bound would 
be lower, totally motor, and without a conscious correlate. At the very least, 
recognition of these leak signals is a scientific advance, and the field can use 
them to progress further by taking advantage a highly sensitive metric for 
realtime, utilized sensory information. Current work in our lab is piloting this new 
metric so that it can be compared with putative decision signals in cortical 
neurons. 
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! Additional results also indicate the existence of this ready pipeline. 
In one experiment, Wei et al. (2010) showed that people standing on a force 
plate sway back and forward respectively when visual motion is towards or away 
from them. This finding shows that the visual motion stimuli were automatically 
converted by the nervous system into a motor response that would likely be 
advantageous in the natural world (e.g., avoiding a collision, tracking receding 
environmental stimuli).
! Since MT is likely required for a behavioral reaction to motion (Newsome 
and Pare, 1988; Zihl et al., 1983), the above results of reacting subconsciously to 
motion are examples of how a cortical area can influence behavior without the 
subjectʼs awareness. Logic dictates that this is often the case since we move our 
muscles often without clear voluntary forethought. It serves cortical 
electrophysiologists well to be reminded of how the natural state of the nervous 
system is to constantly produce behavior. 
! In contrast to the behavioral and peripheral studies above, other studies 
present purely cortical evidence for the existence of a pipeline. Hernandez et al. 
(2010) recorded the activity of more than 2500 neurons across seven cortical 
areas suspected of being the relevant processing pipeline for a sensory 
discrimination task. Specifically, monkeys were presented with a vibrotactile 
stimulus of a given frequency on their finger, and then after being presented with 
a second vibrotactile stimulus, were rewarded for reporting a correct decision of 
which stimulus had the higher frequency. The surprising result was that all areas 
outside of the primary somatosensory cortex, including the primary motor cortex, 
reflected each of the two sensory stimuli not only at the moment of presentation, 
but throughout the rest of the trial (trial had several imposed delays and lasted 
about seven seconds). This persistent representation of a sensory stimuli long 
gone suggests a widely distributed network for modifying motor activity based on 
a memory of earlier sensory stimuli, such as a change of mind. The other 
surprising finding, that sensory stimuli are immediately reflected in the primary 
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motor cortex upon presentation, suggests that immediate motor output not 
captured in an overt behavioral measure may be occurring. At the very least, it is 
of note that the cortical brain area most closely tied to motor output appears to   
represent a sensory stimulus, which has already travelled down the pipeline 
many seconds before an overt motor response is required.
! Another study that suggests a very direct link between sensory activity in 
the cortex to muscle output focuses on the mirror neuron system. Mirror neurons 
are cortical neurons that fire not only when a monkey performs a given action 
(e.g., grasping an object), but also when the monkey observes another actor like 
another monkey or an experimenter, perform the same action (di Pellegrino et al., 
1992). To test whether mirror neurons in the ventral premotor cortex (VPC) were 
among those neurons that projected to the spinal cord, Kraskov et al. (2009) 
identified VPC neurons that projected to the corticospinal tract and tested them 
for mirror neuron properties. They found that about twenty percent (14/64) of the 
neurons did show mirror neuron properties, and increased firing rate both when 
the monkey reached out to grasp an piece of food, but also when the monkey 
passively observed the experimenter do so. It is important to note that the 
experimenters simultaneously were recording EMG signals from nine different 
places on the monkeyʼs grasping hand and arm, and observed no subtle 
modulation of muscle activity when the monkey was passively observing action. 
Their speculative explanation for this is that other VPC neurons (17/ 64) 
projecting to the pyramidal tract show a activation during the monkeyʼs action but 
suppression during the monkeyʼs passive observing; they suggest that these 
neurons might cause a disfacilitation of the downstream motor neurons, and 
hence prevent motor leak to the muscles. 
! Preventing motor leak is clearly a part of the nervous system as well, 
since humans and animals are capable of pausing before action. However, that 
doesnʼt mean that a motor plan is not developing. Neural and behavioral 
evidence of the constant motor signals being produced exist in a couple studies 
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of FEF. Gold and Shadlen (2000) stimulated FEF to evoke saccades during the 
motion direction discrimination task (Fig. 1.4). They arranged the stimulus so that 
the trajectory of the evoked saccade was perpendicular to the axis of motion and 
the two Choice Targets. On 75% of the trials, microstimulation was applied ~40 
ms after the offset of the motion stimulus, the disappearance of which was the 
monkeyʼs cue to report his decision with a saccade. On microstimulation trials, 
the offset of motion would be followed by an evoked saccade perpendicular to 
the motion and Choice Target axis, and then a second saccade (with a latency of 
~100 ms) to one of the Choice Targets. The interesting result was that the 
endpoint of that first, evoked saccade was not constant, but rather deviated with 
a magnitude dependent on the duration and directional strength of the motion 
stimulus. Specifically, the endpoints of the evoked saccades deviated towards 
one target or the other depending on the amount of accumulated evidence for 
that target choice. The microstimulation therefore forced out a behavior that 
reflected the decision variable. 
! To assuage the concern that the above finding was not due to unique 
wiring changes in overtrained monkeys, Connolly et al. (2009) repeated the 
experiment in monkeys learning the task for the first time. The basic findings 
were replicated in that the evoked saccadic endpoints reflected accumulated 
evidence, but only after the monkeys had learned the rules of the task, as 
evidenced by their lapses (errors on very easy trials). Furthermore, this was not a 
stark change, but rather a gradual one, where the accumulated evidence was 
reflected more in the evoked saccade trajectories as performance gradually 
improved over the months of training. This result points to the profound idea that 
cognitive decision signals are inseparable from motor planning, an idea 
congruent with the probable evolution of our nervous system.
! However, when an eye movement plan cannot be developed, the question 
arises as to where and how those decisions are made. Gold and Shadlen (2003) 
repeated the experiment of microstimulation of FEF except they included a 
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condition where the Choice Targets appeared at random locations upon the offset 
of the motion stimulus. In this condition, the two different colors of the two Choice 
Targets were associated with the two different motion directions. The monkey 
chose the red target for rightward motion, and a green target for leftward motion. 
In this design, the monkey could not plan an eye movement during motion-
viewing, and instead had to formulate an eye movement plan after the targets 
appeared. In this task, there was no reflection of accumulated evidence in the 
saccadic endpoints of stimulation-evoked saccades. Although this result would 
suggest that perhaps the developing decision was not represented in FEF or 
saccade-associated structures, a later experiment showed that this is not 
necessarily the case. !
! Bennur and Gold (2011) recorded single neuron activity in LIP in a task 
where an exact eye movement could not be planned during the period of motion 
discrimination. The Choice Targets were always located on the top and bottom of 
the screen, and there was always a Choice Target inside the RF of the neuron 
from which spiking activity was recorded. Again, the motion stimulus was along 
the right / left axis, and rightward and leftward motion directions were associated, 
respectively, with the red and the green Choice Targets. The clever manipulation
added to the task was that the color of the two Choice Targets was blue on every 
trial until either before, during, or after motion viewing. This meant the monkey 
could start planning an eye movement either at the beginning, the middle, or after 
motion viewing. The result was not what one would predict from the FEF 
stimulation experiment discussed above. Instead, some LIP neurons did 
indicated the monkeyʼs eventual decision before the color change of a trial. 
Almost half the neurons were selective for the direction of motion, although the 
neural reflection of gradually accumulated evidence was not compelling (their 
Fig. 7a). Neural selectivity for motion direction was higher for strong motion 
strengths, but unlike a neuron reflecting evidence accumulation, neural selectivity 
for direction did not grow much on lower motion strength trials, and certainly did 
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not near the level of selectivity exhibited on higher motion strength trials. This 
result aside, the major result is that almost all (90%) of the neurons were 
selective for the saccade location. Thus motor planning signal was the much 
more pervasive signal amongst the neural population. 
! Taken together, these findings of motor leak and inherent motor planning 
in the nervous system suggest that the term “decision bound” is a murky term. 
Inferring a staccato decision bound is complexified by a naturally constant, often 
subconscious, flow of motor instruction to the muscles. Muscle preparatory 
activity indicates that very small increments of sensory information are processed 
to the point of responsive behavior-- although the behavior is likely below 
conscious perception. So if there exists an unconscious motor decision bound 
within the system (enough feedforward spikes to contract muscle), and this 
bound is quickly reached, is LIP ramping response potentially reaching many 
decision bounds that get passed on to orienting muscles of the body (besides the 
eye muscles)? Or can LIP response even be considered a good correlate of 
evidence accumulation if peripheral muscles exhibit such signals earlier? 
! In sum, future research concerned with the time course of decisions, or 
their neural correlate, should attempt experimental design closer to natural input 
and output states. In unnatural laboratory tasks where binary, very overt motor 
responses are required, and often long wait times imposed, the relationship 
between concurrent neural activity and behavior can easily be misinterpreted. 
Due to the naturally continuous pace of sensorimotor transformations, 
experimental design attempting to parse sensory from motor signals is often like 
trying to observe how a river flows by blocking it as completely as possible with a 
boulder. The data more direly needed are characterizations of LIP signals, even 
in their potentially conflated form, in more naturalistic, orienting tasks.   
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Inactivation experiments

! Another avenue of work with great informative potential is experimentation 
where neural elements are inactivated. In such experiments, the functional 
contribution of a neural element can be evaluated by inactivating it, and 
observing the consequences. The most crude type of this work is lesion studies 
(acidic or electrical) that permanently destroy a brain area. Less crude are 
temporary lesion studies, where a brain area may be cooled or injected with 
drugs like muscimol (an agonist of the widely inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA), 
and allow multiple inactivation experiments in the same animal (highly beneficial 
for a monkey painstakingly trained on a complex task). But the most promising 
method for enhancing our understanding of neural signals is the newly emerging 
method of optogenetic lesions (Yizhar et al., 2011, Diester et al. 2011). This 
method, although not yet heavily implemented in monkey experiments, is not 
only reversible, but enables inactivation (and reversal of inactivation) on a 
millisecond timescale (as compared to muscimol, which can take minutes to 
begin and hours to diffuse away). Optogenetic manipulation is implemented by 
shining light on neurons that have been engineered to have light-sensitive ion 
channels in their membranes (e.g., by injecting a virus with the genetic code for 
the channel into a brain area). The light causes the channels to conduct ions 
across the neural membrane, thus affecting the voltage of the cell. In this way, 
neurons can be excited or inhibited (which effect depends on the channel) with a 
very fine temporal resolution that is relevant to the pace of neural electrical 
activity (synaptic currents and spiking). Although development of viral vectors for 
effective and safe expression of light-sensitive channels in primate tissue is at an 
earlier stage than it is for organisms with very well known genes (like c. elegans 
or rodents), primate cortical neurons have been successfully manipulated by 
optogenetic methods (Diester et al. 2011; Jazayeri et al., 2012) and therefore 
already currently stand as a very exciting way to dissect primate brain function. 
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! The set of experiments immediately obvious to me as informative to LIP 
function would be to inactivate brain areas known to project to LIP but whose 
function is most murky (e.g., FEF, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), caudate 
nucleus). Therefore on a subset of trials (of any viewing task really, but here for 
simplicity weʼll assume the experimental tasks of this dissertation shown in Figs. 
3.1a-b), LIP could be suddenly deprived of an input signal. This period of 
inactivation could theoretically last from 20 to 3000 milliseconds, and occur in 
any point in the task--  like at the appearance of the Choice Targets, or at the 
start of dot motion where a characteristic “dip” in firing rate is speculated to be a 
“reset” for evidence accumulation (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002), or in the motion 
direction discrimination epoch, or during the memory delay period (also in the 
instructed memory guided saccade task), or in the moments before the saccade. 
Observing changes in LIP population response and certainly across the range of 
motif responses (e.g., maybe one or two motifs would be distinguished by heavy 
or no influence of FEF) could be extremely informative about how signals from 
other brain areas are transformed in LIP, and perhaps how this very specific 
signal has an effect on behavior. For example, we could see a delayed 
psychometric curve for inactivation during discrimination, or more incorrect 
choices when the inactivation is during wait period for the go-signal, or no 
saccade at the end of a memory-guided saccade the trial. Of course, inactivating 
LIP at different points in time during the task could also reveal functional roles too 
subtle to access with previous methods. Similarly, inactivating different physical 
parts of LIP itself and recording local effects could reveal laws about local 
network LIP connections (e.g., inactivating one of two of recording sites when a 
Choice Target is in each siteʼs RF could reveal attractor dynamics, or prevent 
anticipatory remapping for stimuli between those RFʼs). 
! Finally, although by far the most technologically difficult at present (though 
the technique has been done by injections in rodent decision-making 
(Znamenskiy, 2012), LIP neurons that project to specific other areas, such as the 
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SC, could be selectively inactivated. Injecting a viral vector into SC that is picked 
up by LIP cells which project there (although viruses that spare fibers of passage 
in the aforementioned experiments are possible (Yizhar et al., 2011)) could allow 
for inactivation of that subpopulation of neurons by shining a light on LIP at 
crucial trial epochs of interest, and thus indicate the functional significance of LIP 
neurons that project to SC. Also, preventing PFC input to LIP during persistent 
memory (Chafee and Golman-Rakic, 2000) may finally reveal, on a relevant 
temporal scale, some causal evidence to support or tarnish the ~20 year-old 
hypothesis that reverberatory feedback through long-range connections between 
posterior parietal and frontal association cortices is responsible for persistent 
activity in each area (Funahashi et al., 1989; Fuster, 1995). Perhaps the RFʼs in 
one or the other area would shift or narrow with inactivation of input, and do so 
with a temporal precision that would suggest how many synapses carried a 
missing signal.
! The range of questions answered by these manipulations is immense.  
Granted, with this being a newer technology, all of these experiments are ridden 
with challenges (most likely at the level of getting behavioral effects (Diester 
2011)) due to the unmapped methodological territory. Yet the neural effects are 
already certain, and these types of perturbations are a clear future of this work. 

5.4  What does LIP do?

! Opinion of LIP function has evolved and branched over the years and 
amongst labs, and here I will point out the range of these opinions, and then 
discuss how our results should impact this evolution of opinion. Although my 
summary below is too concise to be considered a full description of these various 
viewpoints, my references to these investigators and their colleagues throughout 
the dissertation include specific citations that can of course be queried for a 
firsthand interpretation.
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! The root of the interpretive tree is Mountcastle and colleagues, who, upon 
discovery of persistent, sensorimotor activity in PPC, posited that this brain area 
was responsible for sensorimotor transformations at the high level of volition 
(Mountcastle et al., 1975). The next step in the evolution of opinion stemmed 
from Andersen (trained by Mountcastle), who argued that PPC neurons coded for 
an intended movement (e.g., Andersen et al., 1997). A debate then arose as to 
whether Andersen was correct, or whether LIP instead coded visual attention, or 
as it is still referred to today, “a salience map” (e.g., Colby and Goldbgerg, 1999). 
Principal investigators trained by Goldberg (Duhamel, Colby, Bisley, Gottlieb) 
were lined up on the salience side of the debate, and my read of the literature is 
that they still would be if the question were put to them now. !
! One attempt to straddle these camps was made by Sndyer (trained by 
Andersen), who posited that the dorsal part of LIP directed saccades whereas 
the ventral part of LIP directed visual attention and saccades (Liu et al., 2010). 
Glimcher and colleagues chimed in with an opinion that also was congruent with 
both rival camps, and claimed that LIP is a map of reward (easily interpreted as 
salience) that switches to coding motor elements closer in time to the saccade 
(e.g., Platt and Glimcher, 1999). 
! However, by the time Snyder and Glimcher were making these camp-
straddling claims about LIP function, the work of Shadlen and colleagues 
(Shadlen and Newsome, 1996) had already diffused the debate by showing 
dramatic data to suggest that LIP codes a saccadic decision variable, which is a 
construct that conflates both camps. Defining firing rate as saccadic decision-
making signal is arguably equivalent with defining it as a modulation of spatial 
attention until firing rate is thresholded into a saccadic motor signal. 
! A lack of consensus in the community makes it clear that the original 
intention-attention debate has never been “won”, and rather, LIP continues to 
lend itself to interpretation due to the treasure trove of signals that can be found 
there. For example, one of the more extreme, standalone ideas born out of the 
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trove is that LIP codes shape, as Janssen and colleagues recently posited 
(originally suggested by Maunsell and Sereno, but not pursued)(Sereno and 
Maunsell, 1998; Janssen et al., 2008). Although Janssen tempered his claim with 
the suggestion that LIP might code the signals for looking at different parts of a 
shape, itʼs still clear that LIP is unclear.
! The most recent development in opinion of LIP function that has gathered 
some steam comes from Assad and colleagues, who put out a hypothesis that 
LIP represents a decision process between categories, and is divorced from 
motor response (Freedman and Assad, 2006; 2011). Gold, who was trained by 
Shadlen and published a good deal in support of LIP as a saccadic decision 
variable, recently indicated some support for Assadʼs view because of recent 
results in his lab that, if they were not interpreted as motor-independent decision 
signals, would have to be called “visual signals” (this work of Bennur and Gold 
(2011) is discussed earlier in 5.2 and 5.3).  
! This brings us to the most recent results presented in this dissertation, and 
the question of how they might impinge upon the evolving opinion(s) of LIP 
function. 
! Our first major result, showing that visual signals are multiplexed with 
choice signals, means that it is important to control for the “dumb” visual 
component in all of these cognitive or motor measures of LIP function, lest visual 
signals be mistakenly interpreted as something like confidence, for example, or 
category. The same rule applies to motor variables, which were not 
systematically manipulated in our data, but are dictated by logic to likely have 
profound influence on signals in a sensorimotor area like LIP.
! However, the most ringing contribution of our findings to the understanding 
LIP function is the single cell analysis we platform in blatant recognition of 
cellular diversity. The promiscuous way LIP lends itself to interpretation for 
various cognitive, motor and visual functions reveals that this signal diversity 
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signal is already apparent at one level. But what is missing, that our data starkly 
offer, is recognition of signal diversity at a cellular level. 
! Our result illustrating a disconnect between persistent memory activity and 
the ramping response in the decision task reveals that these cells are 
mechanistically far from understood. Then the surprising finding that cells with 
choice-selective ramping responses may not code accumulated evidence 
whereas strangely, downward ramping cells can-- opens up the perspective of 
what any of these sensorimotor and cognitive signals might look like. Unexpected 
temporal dynamics of response, and certainly the many cells passed up due to a 
lack of selectivity in instructed saccades, imply that we are at the tip of the 
iceberg in understanding the basic nature of LIP neuron responses. Signal and 
cell types are undoubtedly the nature of biological systems, and our finding of 
repetition within the new forms of response indicates that the search is on for the 
components of LIP terrain.
! The cognitive, visual, and motor interpretations emphasized with varying 
intensities across the range of opinion should be investigated anew across these 
neurons, which may subserve a complimentary range of functions. It is 
undeniable from these data that restrictive cell sampling restricts understanding 
here, and that heterogenous response formats exist heartily. The historical 
preponderance of interpretations now may be tested on a new substrate of LIP 
neurons, recognized simultaneously as disparate from one another and as 
potentially playing a functional role. Acceptance of diverse cell response 
dynamics should reveal an even richer dataset, which hopefully will offer 
meaningful clarity of how separate or conflated various signals are within various 
flavors of single neurons. Characterization of unique response dynamics across 
the neural population is now an obvious route to mechanistic comprehension, as 
well as the next seductive opinion of what LIP does. 
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